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Transience and Recurrence of Markov Processes
with Constrained Local Time
Adam Barker
Abstract
We study Markov processes conditioned so that their local time must grow slower than a
prescribed function. Building upon recent work on Brownian motion with constrained local
time in [3, 23], we study transience and recurrence for a broad class of Markov processes.
In order to understand the local time, we determine the distribution of a non-decreasing
Le´vy process (the inverse local time) conditioned to remain above a given level which varies
in time. We study a time-dependent region, in contrast to previous works in which a process
is conditioned to remain in a fixed region (e.g. [16, 18]), so we must study boundary crossing
probabilities for a family of curves, and thus obtain uniform asymptotics for such a family.
Main results include necessary and sufficient conditions for transience or recurrence of
the conditioned Markov process. We will explicitly determine the distribution of the inverse
local time for the conditioned process, and in the transient case, we explicitly determine the
law of the conditioned Markov process. In the recurrent case, we characterise the “entropic
repulsion envelope” via necessary and sufficient conditions.
1 Introduction & Background
We study the asymptotic behaviour of a Markov process whose local time is constrained to grow
slower than f , an increasing function. The (right-continuous) inverse of the local time process is
a subordinator (a non-decreasing Le´vy process), so our study of the behaviour of the local time
process is effectively equivalent to studying a subordinator conditioned to grow faster than the
inverse function f−1.
This work is hence related to a number of works on stochastic processes conditioned to
remain in a certain fixed region, such as cones in [16, 18], and Weyl chambers in [14, 25]. We
highlight the fact that our subordinator is conditioned to remain in a region which varies in
time, whereas the aforementioned works consider fixed regions, as appears to be the case for all
works prior to [23].
We emphasise that in constraining the local time of a Markov process, the extent to which
our constraint affects the process varies over time, depending on the past behaviour of the
process. This is a “weak” constraint, in constrast to “strong” constraints such as conditioning a
process to avoid a point, where the constraint does not change (see e.g. [5, 10, 13]). When our
conditioned Markov process is recurrent, our constraint varies over all time, whereas when our
conditioned Markov process is transient, the constraint varies for only a finite window of time.
So our results, especially in the recurrent case, offer a significant contrast to many prior works
with a “strong” constraint.
Many works, e.g. [1, 9, 15, 22, 26, 27, 32], consider a time-dependent region, and the passage
time out of this region is studied. In this paper, we study the boundary crossing probability
for a family of curves and study the time at which this crossing occurs (the function f−1
forms our boundary of interest). We study these asymptotics, uniformly, among a family of
curves in Lemma 4.3 (in contrast to prior non-uniform asymptotic results), and consider the
deeper problem of determining the law of a subordinator conditioned to remain in this time-
dependent region. Our studies are also similar, in spirit, to various other works on Brownian
motion [24, 33, 31], Le´vy processes [6, 10, 13, 30, 40], and more general diffusions [35, 34] with
restricted path behaviour.
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Specifically, this work is motivated by previous works on Brownian motion with constrained
local time, such as [3], in which a 1-dimensional Brownian motion is conditioned so the local
time at zero, (Lt)t≥0, satisfies Lt ≤ f(t) for all t ≥ 0, for a given function f , and a sufficient
condition for transience of the conditioned Brownian motion is found.
In [23], it is shown that the condition is necessary and sufficient for transience of the condi-
tioned Brownian motion, and the law of the conditioned inverse local time process is explicitly
determined in both the transient and recurrent cases. In the transient case, an explicit formu-
lation for the conditioned Brownian motion is found, and in the recurrent case the “entropic
repulsion envelope” is found.
This paper builds upon [23] in particular, providing analogous results for a much broader class
of processes than Brownian motion, with some mild regularity conditions. It was conjectured in
[23, Remark 9] that such analogous results hold when the inverse local time process has Le´vy
measure with regularly varying tail, which we confirm in this paper. We extend beyond this
conjecture by including a much more general setting, see Definition 3.5.
Constraining local time from above imposes weak repellence on a Markov process. Many
such processes are studied in works related to polymer physics, see e.g. [4, 12, 37, 36, 38].
Particularly important is the transition between a localised phase, where the polymer remains
close to a point, and a delocalised phase, where it moves away.
The goal is often to understand when the transition occurs as underlying model parameters
vary, as in e.g. [11, 4, 12, 19, 20]. This motivates our study of transience and recurrence of
Markov processeses, transience and recurrence corresponding to delocalised and localised phases,
respectively.
Now we provide a brief exposition of the main result, before introducing some key definitions.
Main Result Starting with a recurrent Markov process, we constrain its local time (Lt)t≥0 so
that Lt ≤ f(t) for all t. The following necessary and sufficient condition tells us if the constraint
is strong enough to change the process to become transient: it is transient if∫ ∞
1
f(x)Π(dx) <∞, (1)
and the process remains recurrent otherwise, where Π(dx) denotes the Le´vy measure of the
inverse local time subordinator. Our criterion (1) can also be understood in terms of the rate of
growth of the inverse local time (Xs)s≥0 as s→∞, since it is known [7, Theorem III.13] that∫ ∞
1
f(x)Π(dx) <∞ ⇐⇒ lim
s→∞
Xs
f−1(s)
= 0, almost surely.
So the boundary choice of f , at which the conditioned process changes from recurrent to tran-
sient, coincides with the boundary at which Xs grows to infinity faster or slower than f
−1(s).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides key definitions;
Section 3 outlines the statements of the main results and the conditions under which they hold,
including the necessary and sufficient conditions for transience/recurrence, the distribution of
the conditioned process, and the characterisation of the entropic repulsion envelope; Section 4
contains the proofs of the main results; Sections 5, 6, and 7 contain the proofs of 3 key lemmas
required for the main results; Section 8 contains the proofs of the remaining auxiliary lemmas.
2 Key Definitions
We shall provide some definitions, following conventions of [7, Chapter IV].
Definition 2.1. The local time (Lxt )t≥0 of a Markov process M at x is defined by
Lxt := lim
ε→0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1{|Xs−x|<ε}ds.
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Without any loss of generality, we shall study only the local time of a Markov process at
the origin, and denote Lt := L
0
t . A subordinator is defined to be a non-decreasing real-valued
stochastic process with stationary independent increments, started from 0. The right continuous
inverse local time, defined by Xt := inf{s > 0 : Ls > t}, is a subordinator. The jumps of (Xt)t≥0
correspond to excursions of (Mt)t≥0 away from zero.
The Laplace exponent Φ of a subordinator X is defined by e−Φ(λ) = E[e−λX1 ], λ ≥ 0. By
the Le´vy-Khintchine formula [7, p72], Φ can be written
Φ(λ) = dλ+
∫ ∞
0
(1 − e−λx)Π(dx),
where d is the linear drift, and Π is the Le´vy measure, which determines the size and rate of the
jumps of X , and satisfies
∫∞
0 (1∧x)Π(dx) <∞. We refer to [7] for background on subordinators.
Next, we define some important classes of functions with which we shall work.
Definition 2.2 (Regular Variation and Related Properties).
(i) A function h : R → R is regularly varying at ∞ with index α ∈ R if for all λ > 0,
limt→∞ h(λt)/h(t) = λ
α. We refer to [8] for background on regular variation.
(ii) A function L : R → R is slowly varying at ∞ if limt→∞ L(λt)/L(t) = 1 for each λ > 0.
A function h, regularly varying at ∞ of index α, can always be written as h(x) = xαL(x),
where L is slowly varying at ∞, see [8].
(iii) The lower index, β(h), of a function h : R → R is the infimum of β ∈ R for which there
exists C > 0 so that for all Λ > 1, h(λx)/h(x) ≥ (1 + o(1))Cλβ , uniformly in λ ∈ [1,Λ],
as x→∞, see [8, p68].
(iv) A function h is CRV at ∞ if limλ→1 limt→∞ h(λt)/h(t) = 1. The class of CRV functions
lies between “extended regularly varying” functions and O-regularly varying functions. See
[17] for details.
(v) A function h : R → R is O-regularly varying at ∞ if for each λ > 0, it satisfies both
lim supt→∞ h(λt)/h(t) <∞ and lim inft→∞ h(λt)/h(t) > 0. See [17] for further details.
3 Statements of Main Results
We aim to constrain the local time so that Lt ≤ f(t) for all t ≥ 0, where f : [0,∞) → (0,∞)
is increasing, f(0) ∈ (0, 1), and limt→∞ f(t) = ∞. This work concerns the behaviour of our
process as t→∞, which is unaffected by the condition on f(0). Before stating our main results,
we define the regularity conditions under which these results hold.
3.1 Regularity Conditions
We shall impose regularity conditions on the function f , its inverse function g := f−1 (extended
so that for x ∈ [0, f(0)), g(x) = 0), and the tail Π(x) := Π(x,∞) in two main cases of interest.
Our conditions are imposed on the inverse local time subordinator rather than directly on the
Markov process. Now let us define the main cases of interest for our results:
Definition 3.1 (Case (i)). We impose on our subordinator that the tail Π(x) = Π(x,∞) is
regularly varying at ∞ with index −α ∈ (−1, 0), so Π(x) = x−αL(x) for L slowly varying at ∞.
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We further impose there exist B,N > 0 such that the function x 7→ xNL(x) is non-decreasing
on (B,∞).
We impose that f(0) ∈ (0, 1), limt→∞ f(t) = ∞, f is differentiable, tf
′(t)Π(t) decreases to 0
as t → ∞ (so f is increasing), the inverse g := f−1 satisfies limt→∞ g(t + ε)/g(t) = 1 for all
ε > 0, and there exists some value β > (1 + 2α)/(2α+ α2) such that
lim
t→∞
tΠ
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)
= 0. (2)
Remark 3.2. Case (i) includes stable subordinators, and subordinators whose Le´vy measure
has similarly well-behaved tail asymptotics. Thus the set of Markov processes corresponding to
case (i) includes Bessel processes, stable Le´vy processes of index α ∈ (1, 2), and other Markov
processes with similarly well-behaved asymptotics. Case (ii) corresponds to a much broader
class of processes.
Definition 3.3 (Case (ia)). Under the assumptions of case (i), define “case (ia)” by imposing
f , f ′ are O-regularly varying at ∞, the densities ft(x)dx := P(Xt ∈ dx) and u(x)dx := Π(dx)
exist, and there exist constants a, x0 ∈ (0,∞), such that for all t ∈ (0,∞) and x ≥ g(t) + x0,
where g = f−1,
ft(x) ≤ Atu(x). (3)
Remark 3.4. If Π is regularly varying at ∞ and the density ft exists, then (3) holds for each
fixed t and x > x(t), where x(t) may depend on t (see e.g. [39, Theorem 1]). Here we further
impose a bound on x(t), so that (3) holds uniformly among sufficiently many x and t for us to
prove Theorem 3.17. For a stable subordinator of index α ∈ (0, 1), the density ft exists (see [7,
p227]) and (3) holds (see Corollary 3.18), so case (ia) includes stable subordinators.
Definition 3.5 (Case (ii)). We impose on our subordinator that the tail function Π(x) =
Π(x,∞) is CRV at ∞, and has lower index β(Π) > −1.
We impose that f(0) ∈ (0, 1), for f increasing, and that there exists ε > 0 such that for g := f−1,
lim
t→∞
t1+εΠ(g(t)) = 0. (4)
Remark 3.6. In Definition 3.5, we impose β(Π) > −1, which is equivalent to imposing that
the function
∫ x
0 Π(y)dy has positive increase as x→∞. This has many equivalent formulations
[7, Ex. III.7], [8, Section 2.1], and appears naturally in a range of contexts [2, p2], [7, p87].
Now let us introduce some notation required to formulate our results. Recall that f : [0,∞)→
(0,∞) is increasing, f(0) ∈ (0, 1), and g := f−1 is the inverse of f , where we take g(x) = 0
for x ∈ [0, f(0)). The event Ou corresponds to bounding the inverse local time until time u (or
equivalently, bounding the local time until time g(u)). We will study the asymptotics of P(Ou)
as u→∞, and those of the integral Φ(s) of this probability.
Ou := {Xs ≥ g(s), ∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ u}, (5)
Φ(s) :=
∫ s
0
P(Ou)du. (6)
We also study the event Ou for the process X
(0,a) with truncated Le´vy measure Π(dx)1x∈(0,a),
Ou,X(0,a) :=
{
X(0,a)s ≥ g(s), ∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ u
}
. (7)
The time of our subordinator’s first jump of size larger than x is denoted by
∆x1 := inf {t ≥ 0 : Xt −Xt− > x} . (8)
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In Corollary 3.10 and Proposition 3.15, we determine that I(f) <∞ is a necessary and sufficient
condition for transience of the conditioned process, where
I(f) :=
∫ ∞
1
f(x)Π(dx). (9)
Remark 3.7. The necessary and sufficient condition I(f) <∞ arises naturally in a number of
contexts, including rate of growth of subordinators [7, Theorem III.13] and spectrally negative
Le´vy processes [28, Theorem 3].
For h < t, by the stationary independent increments property, the event {Xt > g(t)|Xh = y} is
equivalent to {Xt−h > g(t) − y} = {Xt−h > g((t − h) + h) − y}. This new boundary for X to
cross is given by ghy (·), with O
ghy
u , Φhy(s) corresponding to Ou, Φ(s).
ghy (t) := g(t+ h)− y, (10)
O
ghy
u := {Xs ≥ g
h
y (s), ∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ u}, (11)
Φhy(s) :=
∫ s
0
P(O
ghy
u )du. (12)
The functions ρ(·), ρhy(·) are error terms in the upcoming ODEs (16) and (17).
ρ(t) :=
P (Ot)
Φ(t)
−Π(g(t)), (13)
ρhy(t) :=
P(O
ghy
t )
Φhy(t)
−Π(ghy (t)). (14)
The law of our conditioned process will be found via the Doob h-transform. Recalling the
notation (5) and (11), for the measure Q(·) := limt→∞ P(·|Ot),
Q(Xh ∈ dy) := lim
t→∞
P (Xh ∈ dy|Ot) = lim
t→∞
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh|Ot)
= lim
t→∞
P (Ot|Xh ∈ dy;Oh)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
P(Ot)
= P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) lim
t→∞
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
. (15)
In order to understand the behaviour of X under Q, we study the probabilities P(O
ghy
t ) and
P(Ot) as t→∞. Lemma 4.1, proven in Section 5, relates the asymptotics of P(Ot) to Φ(t), and
P(O
ghy
t ) to Φ
h
y(t). We obtain the ODEs
P(Ot) =
d
dt
Φ(t) =
(
Π(g(t)) + ρ(t)
)
Φ(t), (16)
P(O
ghy
t ) =
d
dt
Φhy(t) =
(
Π(ghy (t)) + ρ
h
y(t)
)
Φhy(t). (17)
These ODEs are easily solved, yielding
Φ(t) = Φ(1) exp
(∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds+
∫ t
1
ρ(s)ds
)
, (18)
Φhy(t) = Φ
h
y(t0(y)) exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds+
∫ t
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds
)
. (19)
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The error terms ρ(·) and ρhy(·) are later shown to be integrable (the latter uniformly in y and h),
which is key for determining the distribution of our conditioned process. The required bound
for ρ(·) is given in Remark 4.4, and we provide a uniform bound for ρhy(·) in Lemma 4.3, proven
in Section 6.
3.2 Results in the I (f ) <∞ Case
We will see that when I(f) < ∞, our conditioned Markov process is transient. Theorem 3.8
finds the distribution of the conditioned inverse local time subordinator in this case.
Theorem 3.8. With assumptions on f and Π in case (i) or case (ii), if I(f) < ∞, then the
limit measure Q(·) exists on the space of ca`dla`g (right continuous paths with left limits) paths
on [0,∞), and for all h > 0, y > g(h),
Q(Xh ∈ dy) =
Φhy(∞)
Φ(∞)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) ,
where Φ(∞) <∞, Φhy(∞) <∞. Define the random variable Ct on [0, t] by
P (Ct ∈ ds) :=
P(Os)
Φ(t)
ds, (20)
and define the weak limit C := limt→∞ Ct, which exists since Φ(∞) < ∞. Then for all h ≥ 0,
Q(Xh <∞) = P(C > h).
Remark 3.9. Since Q(Xh < ∞) = P(C > h), the inverse local time X jumps to infinity at a
stopping time (for X’s filtration) with the same distribution as C. Hence the Markov process M
never returns to 0 after time XC− = lims↑CXs.
We shall now describe, in the sense of weak convergence, the limiting behaviour of the Markov
process M until its first excursion longer than g(t), and when this excursion occurs. Describing
the limiting behaviour until the first excursion longer than g(t), as t → ∞, in fact gives full
knowledge of how M behaves under Q until the time of its final, infinite excursion. We verify in
Corollary 3.10 that M is transient, so never returns to 0 after the start of this final excursion.
Remark 3.11 considers the behaviour after this.
Corollary 3.10. In cases (i) and (ii), the process (M,X) under the law P(·|Ot) converges weakly
as t→∞ to (M,X) under Q. Under Q, M behaves as M conditioned on {Ls ≤ f(s), ∀s ≤ XC}
until time XC−, then X jumps to infinity at time C, limt→∞ P(∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds|Ot) = P(C ∈ ds), so
M is transient, never visiting 0 after time XC−.
Remark 3.11. While the last excursion of the Markov process M is not dealt with explicitly, the
behaviour of M from time XC− onwards should be the same as that of M conditioned to avoid
zero. When M is a Le´vy process, the behaviour of the process conditioned to avoid zero is well
understood, see [30, Theorem 8]. There is some technical difficulty in applying results from [30]
to our final excursion. The measure Q is constructed by conditioning until a deterministic time
t→∞, but in [30], the measure is constructed by conditioning until an independent exponential
random time with parameter q → 0. Equivalence of such deterministic and random limits is a
separate matter.
Proposition 3.12 formally captures the convergence in distribution discussed in Corollary 3.10,
and requires some understanding of excursion theory of Markov processes. For background, we
direct the reader to [7, Chapter IV].
Proposition 3.12. For all fixed b > a > h > 0, B ∈ Fh, where F denotes the natural
filtration of X, let F1 : E → R be a bounded continuous functional on the space E of all
possible excursions of M away from 0. Defining the operator pih((Zu)u≥0) := (Zu)h≥u≥0, let F1
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satisfy F1(ε) = F1(pih(ε)) for all ε ∈ E (F1 depends only on the excursion in its first h units of
time). Then
lim
t→∞
E
[
F1(pih(ε)) 1{pih(X)∈B}1{∆g(t)1 ∈(a,b)}
∣∣ Ot ] (21)
=
∫
ν∈B
∫
u∈(a,b)
E
[
F1(pih(ε))
∣∣pih(X) = ν]Q (pih(X) ∈ dν;C ∈ du)
= EQ
[
F1(pih(ε)) 1{pih(X)∈B} 1{C∈(a,b)}
]
,
where C is the explosion time for X under Q, with distribution as in (20).
Remark 3.13. All above results in case (i) with I(f) <∞ in fact hold without the assumption
that f is differentiable or that tf ′(t)Π(t) decreases to 0 as t → ∞. We can also weaken the
assumption (2) by replacing β by 1, and all the results in case (i) with I(f) < ∞ still hold, as
does Lemma 4.1.
3.3 Results in the I (f ) =∞ Case
We now restrict our attention to case (i). We will see that when I(f) = ∞, our conditioned
Markov process is recurrent. Theorem 3.14 finds the distribution of the conditioned inverse local
time subordinator in this case.
Theorem 3.14. In case (i), if I(f) = ∞, then the law Q(·) = limt→∞ P(·|Ot) exists (in the
sense of weak convergence), and the law of the inverse local time X under Q satisfies for all
h > 0 and y ≥ g(h),
Q (Xh ∈ dy) = lim
t→∞
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
= qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) , (22)
where qh(y) is finite, non-decreasing in y, and for B > 0 as in Definition 3.1,
qh(y)=
Φhy (t0(y))
Φ(1)
lim
t→∞
exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))+ρ
h
y(s)
)
ds−
∫ t
1
(
Π(g(s))+ρ(s)
)
ds
)
,
t0(y) := f(Ay) ∨ f(1 + 2/A), A > 3 ∨ (B − 1). (23)
Proposition 3.15 verifies that when I(f) = ∞, M is recurrent at 0 under Q(·), as the inverse
local time never hits infinity at a finite time, Q-almost surely.
Proposition 3.15. In case (i), if I(f) =∞, then for each h > 0,
Q (Xh ∈ (g(h),∞)) = 1.
Now let us describe the entropic repulsion envelope in Theorem 3.17.
Definition 3.16. A non-decreasing function w, with limh→∞ w(h) = ∞, is in the entropic
repulsion envelope Rg (for the function g = f
−1) if
lim
h→∞
Q (Xh ≥ w(h)g(h)) = 1. (24)
Theorem 3.17. In case (ia), a necessary and sufficient condition for non-decreasing w, for
which limh→∞ w(h) =∞, to be in Rg, for g = f
−1 is
w ∈ Rg ⇐⇒ lim
h→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
Π(g(s))ds = 0.
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As a result, one can verify that the entropic repulsion envelope is always non-empty in case (ia),
by finding suitable w. We illustrate the generality of Theorem 3.17 via the following corollary,
expanding upon [23, Theorem 4].
Corollary 3.18. In case (i), with f, f ′ O-regularly varying at ∞, for a stable subordinator of
index α ∈ (0, 1), a necessary and sufficient condition for non-decreasing w, with limh→∞ w(h) =
∞, to be in Rg, for g = f
−1 is
w ∈ Rg ⇐⇒ lim
h→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
g(s)−αds = 0.
4 Proofs of Main Results
This section contains the proofs of the results stated in Section 3. First we state Lemmas 4.1
and 4.3, proven in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Lemma 4.1. In cases (i) and (ii), as t→∞,
P (Ot) =
(
Π(g(t)) + ρ(t)
)
Φ(t) = (1 + o(1)) Π(g(t))Φ(t). (25)
Definition 4.2. In this paper we use the following asymptotic notation:
f(x) ∼ g(x) as x→∞ if limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = 1.
f(x) . g(x) if there exists C ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x, f(x) ≤ Cg(x).
Moreover, we write f(x) & g(x) if g(x) . f(x), and
f(x) ≍ g(x) if both f(x) & g(x) and f(x) . g(x).
Lemma 4.3. In cases (i) and (ii), there exist u(t) with limt→∞ u(t) = 0 and ε > 0, such that
uniformly for all A > 3, h > 0, y > g(h), and t > t0(y),
ρhy(t) .
1
t log(t)1+ε
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)
, (26)
ρhy(t) ≤ u(t)Π(g(t))
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)
. (27)
Remark 4.4. The inequality (26) also holds when y = h = 0 (recall f(0) > 0). The proof is
omitted - computations are simpler without dependence on y, h. This implies
∫∞
t0
ρ(s)ds < ∞,
so by (18), uniformly as t→∞,
Φ(t) = Φ(1) exp
(∫ t
1
(Π(g(s)) + ρ(s))ds
)
≍ exp
(∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
. (28)
4.1 Proofs in the I(f) <∞ Case
4.1.1 Proof of Theorem 3.8
Proof of Theorem 3.8. First, let us verify that Φ(∞) <∞. Recalling that g := f−1, we have
I(f)=
∫ ∞
1
f(x)Π(dx)=
∫ ∞
1
∫ f(x)
0
dyΠ(dx)=
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
1∨g(y)
Π(dx)dy=
∫ ∞
0
Π(1 ∨ g(y))dy. (29)
Now, recall from (18) that
Φ(∞) = Φ(1) exp
(∫ ∞
1
Π(g(s))ds+
∫ ∞
1
ρ(s)ds
)
.
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By Lemma 4.1, as s→∞, ρ(s) = o(Π(g(s))). Then by (29), since I(f) <∞,
∫ ∞
1
Π(g(s))ds+
∫ ∞
1
ρ(s)ds
4.1
.
∫ ∞
1
Π(g(s))ds
(29)
< ∞,
so Φ(∞) <∞. In particular, note that
I(f) <∞ ⇐⇒ Φ(∞) <∞. (30)
To show Φhy(∞) <∞, recall by (19), for t0(y) as defined in (23),
Φhy(∞) = Φ
h
y(t0(y)) exp
(∫ ∞
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds+
∫ ∞
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds
)
.
Now, observe that for each fixed y, h > 0, g(s) ∼ ghy (s) as s → ∞, by (10) and Definition 3.1,
so Π(g(s)) ∼ Π(ghy (s)) as s → ∞, since Π is CRV at ∞. Now, applying (27) and (29), since y
and h are fixed and y > g(h) implies f(y)− h > 0,
∫ ∞
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds+
∫ ∞
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds
(27)
.
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)∫ ∞
t0(y)
Π(g(s))ds
(29)
< ∞,
so Φhy(∞) <∞. By (15) and Lemma 4.1, since Π(g(t)) ∼ Π(g
h
y (t− h)) as t→∞,
Q(Xh ∈ dy)
(15)
= P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) lim
t→∞
P
(
O
ghy
t−h
)
P (Ot)
4.1
= P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) lim
t→∞
Π(ghy (t− h))Φ
h
y(t− h)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
= P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
Φhy(∞)
Φ(∞)
.
(31)
Now we show Q(Xh <∞)=P (C>h). Recall the notation Φ
h
y in (12). By (31),
Q(Xh <∞) =
∫ ∞
g(h)
Q(Xh ∈ dy) =
∫ ∞
g(h)
Φhy(∞)
Φ(∞)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
=
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
g(h)
∫ ∞
0
P
(
O
ghy
v
)
dvP (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
=
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
g(h)
P
(
O
ghy
v
)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) dv.
Now, P
(
O
ghy
v
)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) = P (Ov+h;Xh ∈ dy) by (11). Then by the definition (5) of Ov+h,
Q(Xh <∞) =
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
g(h)
P (Ov+h;Xh ∈ dy) dv =
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
0
P (Ov+h;Xh > g(h)) dv
(5)
=
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
0
P (Ov+h) dv =
1
Φ(∞)
∫ ∞
h
P (Ou) du =: P (C > h) .
4.1.2 Proof of Corollary 3.10
Proof of Corollary 3.10. Define Zt := ((Xu)∆g(t)1 ≥u≥0
,∆
g(t)
1 ), t ≥ 0. We will show Z
t under
P(·|Ot) converges (weakly) as t → ∞ to Z := ((Xu)C≥u≥0,C), under Q with the desired law.
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This is sufficient for the desired weak convergence of X and ∆
g(t)
1 . The desired weak convergence
of M until a last infinite excursion at time C then follows from Proposition 3.12.
For y > g(x), t > b > a > x > 0, with a, b, x, y fixed, and an event BX ∈ Fx, where (Fu)u≥0 is
the natural filtration of X , such that BX ⊆ Ox, consider
lim
t→∞
P
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX ; ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ (a, b)|Ot
)
. (32)
Given ∆
g(t)
1 > a > x, we can replace {Xx ∈ dy},BX by corresponding events {X
(0,g(t))
x ∈
dy},BX(0,g(t)) for the process X
(0,g(t)) with Le´vy measure restricted to (0, g(t)), i.e. no jumps
larger than g(t). If ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds, then Xs > g(t), so Ot is fully attained by time s, so Ot can be
replaced by Os, and
(32) = lim
t→∞
1
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ; ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds;Ot
)
= lim
t→∞
1
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ; ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds;Os
)
.
Recall the definition (7). Given ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds, we can replace Os by Os,X(0,g(t)) , where Os,X(0,g(t))
is independent of ∆
g(t)
1 , so
(32) = lim
t→∞
1
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ; ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds;Os,X(0,g(t))
)
= lim
t→∞
1
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ;Os,X(0,g(t))
)
P
(
∆
g(t)
1 ∈ ds
)
= lim
t→∞
Π(g(t))
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ;Os,X(0,g(t))
)
e−Π(g(t))sds.
Now, since limt→∞ e
−Π(g(t))s = 1, uniformly among s ∈ (a, b),
(32) = lim
t→∞
Π(g(t))
P(Ot)
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ;Os,X(0,g(t))
)
ds.
Applying Lemma 4.1, and recalling Φ(∞) <∞ when I(f) <∞ by (30),
(32) =
1
Φ(∞)
lim
t→∞
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t)) ;Os,X(0,g(t))
)
ds
=
1
Φ(∞)
lim
t→∞
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t))
∣∣Os,X(0,g(t)))P (Os,X(0,g(t))) ds.
Now, limt→∞ P(Os,X(0,g(t)) )/P (Os) = 1, uniformly among s ∈ (a, b), so
(32) = lim
t→∞
∫ b
a
P
(
X(0,g(t))x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t))
∣∣Os,X(0,g(t))) P (Os)Φ(∞) ds,
and similarly P(X
(0,g(t))
x ∈ dy;BX(0,g(t))
∣∣Os,X(0,g(t)) ) ∼ P (Xx ∈ dy;BX∣∣Os) as t→∞, uniformly
among s ∈ (a, b). Then with T∞ := inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt −Xt− =∞}, by the definition of C in (20),
(32) =
∫ b
a
P
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ Os) P (Os)
Φ(∞)
ds =:
∫ b
a
P
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ Os)Q (C ∈ ds)
=
∫ b
a
P
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ Os;T∞ = s)Q (C ∈ ds) ,
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since T∞ = s does not affect the behaviour of X up to time x < s. Then observing that
Os ∩ {T∞ = s} = Ot ∩ {T∞ = s} = for all t ≥ s, it follows that
(32) = lim
t→∞
∫ b
a
P
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ Ot;T∞ = s)Q (C ∈ ds)
=
∫ b
a
Q
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ T∞ = s)Q (C ∈ ds) =
∫ b
a
Q
(
Xx ∈ dy;BX
∣∣ C = s)Q (C ∈ ds) ,
since T∞ = C, Q-almost surely, by Theorem 3.8. We conclude that for all B ∈ Fa and b > a > 0,
lim
t→∞
P(Zt ∈ B × (a, b)|Ot) = Q(Z ∈ B × (a, b)) = Q ((Xu)C≥u≥0 ∈ BX ;C ∈ (a, b)) ,
so Zt converges weakly to Z as t→∞, and so X , ∆
g(t)
1 also converge weakly, as required.
4.1.3 Proof of Proposition 3.12
Proof of Proposition 3.12. Recall ∆
g(t)
1 is the time of X ’s first jump bigger than g(t), pih(X) is
the sample path of X up to time h, F1 is a functional on the space of excursions from 0, and
B ∈ Fh, where (Fu)u≥0 is X ’s natural filtration. For fixed b > a > h > 0, disintegrating on the
values ∆
g(t)
1 , pih(X),
E
[
1{pih(X)∈B} 1{∆
g(t)
1 ∈(a,b)}
F1(pih(ε))
∣∣ Ot ] (33)
=
∫
ν∈B
∫
u∈(a,b)
E
[
F1(pih(ε))
∣∣Ot;pih(X) = ν; ∆g(t)1 = u]P(pih(X) ∈ dν; ∆g(t)1 ∈ du|Ot).
Given a fixed path pih(X) = ν, pih(ε) depends only on ν, so pih(ε) is independent of ∆
g(t)
1 and Ot.
Here the excursion ε has length at most g(t), so we may replace pih(ε) by pih(ε
g(t)), where εg(t) is
an excursion sampled using the conditional excursion measure on the space Eg(t) of excursions
of length at most g(t), so
(33) =
∫
B
∫ b
a
E
[
F1(pih(ε
g(t)))
∣∣pih(X) = ν]P(pih(X) ∈ dν; ∆g(t)1 ∈ du|Ot) ,
Now, observe that
lim
t→∞
E
[
F1(pih(ε
g(t)))
∣∣ pih(X) = ν ] = E [F1(pih(ε))∣∣pih(X) = ν] ,
lim
t→∞
P
(
pih(X) ∈ dν; ∆
g(t)
1 ∈ du|Ot
)
= Q (pih(X) ∈ dν;C ∈ du) .
Disintegrating on the values of pih(X) and C, we conclude, as required, that
lim
t→∞
(33) =
∫
B
∫ b
a
E
[
F1(pih(ε))
∣∣pih(X) = ν]Q (pih(X) ∈ dν;C ∈ du)
= E
[
F1(pih(ε)) 1{pih(X)∈B} 1{C∈(a,b)}
]
.
4.2 Proofs in the I (f ) =∞ Case
The next three proofs require Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, both proven in Section 8.
Lemma 4.5. In case (i), for t0(y) as in (23), uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h),∫ ∞
t0(y)
(
Π(g(s+ h)− y)−Π(g(s))
)
ds . yf ′(y)Π(y). (34)
Lemma 4.6. In case (i), for ρ as defined in (13), lim inf t→∞ ρ(t) ≥ 0.
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4.2.1 Proof of Theorem 3.14
Proof of Theorem 3.14. For each fixed h > 0, y > g(h), we will now prove that qh(y) :=
limt→∞ P(O
ghy
t−h)/P(Ot) <∞. For each h > 0, y > g(h), note g(t) ∼ g
h
y (t− h) by Definition 3.1.
Hence Π(g(t)) ∼ Π(ghy (t− h)) as t→∞, since Π is CRV at ∞. By Lemma 4.1,
lim
t→∞
P
(
O
ghy
t−h
)
P(Ot)
= lim
t→∞
Π(ghy (t− h))Φ
h
y(t)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
= lim
t→∞
Φhy(t)
Φ(t)
. (35)
Then by (18) and (19), for t0(y) as defined in (23),
(35)=
Φhy(t0(y))
Φ(1)
lim
t→∞
exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))+ρ
h
y(s)
)
ds−
∫ t
1
(
Π(g(s)) + ρ(s)
)
ds
)
.
By (26) in Lemma 4.3, the integral
∫∞
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds is uniformly bounded for all h > 0, y > g(h).
By Lemma 4.6, it follows that −
∫∞
1 ρ(s)ds <∞, so
(35) .
Φhy(t0(y))
Φ(1)
lim
t→∞
exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds−
∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
.
Φhy(t0(y))
Φ(1)
lim
t→∞
exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))−Π(g(s))
)
ds
)
.
Applying Lemma 4.5, and recalling yf ′(y)Π(y) decreases to zero as y →∞,
(35) .
Φhy(t0(y))
Φ(1)
exp
(
yf ′(y)Π(y)
)
<∞.
Now, qh(y) := limt→∞ P(O
ghy
t−h)/P(Ot) is non-decreasing in y since for all y < y
′, ghy (t) =
g(t+h)−y > g(t+h)−y′ = gy′,h(t), and so P(O
ghy
t−h) ≤ P(O
gy′ ,h
t−h ). Finally, by (15), Q (Xh ∈ dy) =
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) qh(y), as required.
Proof of Proposition 3.15. For h > 0, limt→∞ P (Xh ∈ (g(h),∞)|Ot) = 1. We will prove by
dominated convergence [21, Theorem 1.21] that limits and integration can be exchanged from
(36) to (37), so by (15), for all h > 0,
1 = lim
t→∞
P (Xh ∈ (g(h),∞)|Ot) = lim
t→∞
∫ ∞
g(h)
P (Xh ∈ dy|Ot)
= lim
t→∞
∫ ∞
g(h)
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) (36)
=
∫ ∞
g(h)
lim
t→∞
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) (37)
= Q (Xh ∈ (g(h),∞)) , (38)
as required. For A > 3 ∨ (B − 1), we will bound the integral over (g(h),∞) via:[
g(t− h)
A
,∞
)
∪ (g(h), g(h+ 1)] ∪
(
g(h+ 1),
g(t− h)
A
)
=: I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3. (39)
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Proof for I1 Since y ∈ I1 if and only if t ≤ f(Ay) + h, by Lemma 4.1,
∫
I1
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) .
∫
I1
1
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
P (Xh ∈ dy) =
P
(
Xh ≥
g(t−h)
A
)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
.
Now, I(f) =∞, so limt→∞Φ(t) =∞ by (30), and it suffices to show that
lim sup
t→∞
P
(
Xh ≥
g(t−h)
A
)
Π(g(t))
(40)
is finite for each fixed h > 0, as the integal in (36) over the region I1 tends to 0 as t → ∞, so
the dominated convergence theorem applies, trivially, on I1.
Recall (8). Observe that ∆
g(t)
1 has exponential distribution of rate Π(g(t)), so
P
(
Xh ≥
g(t−h)
A
)
= P
(
Xh ≥
g(t−h)
A
; ∆
g(t)
1 >h
)
+P
(
Xh ≥
g(t−h)
A
; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ h
)
≤ P
(
X
(0,g(t))
h ≥
g(t− h)
A
)
+ P
(
∆
g(t)
1 ≤ h
)
= P
(
X
(0,g(t))
h ≥
g(t− h)
A
)
+ 1− e−hΠ(g(t))
≤ P
(
X
(0,g(t))
h ≥
g(t− h)
A
)
+ hΠ(g(t)), (41)
where X(0,g(t)) has the same Le´vy measure as X , but restricted to (0, g(t)), so X(0,g(t)) has no
jumps larger than g(t). By (41) and Markov’s inequality,
(40)− h ≤ lim sup
t→∞
P
(
X
(0,g(t))
h ≥
g(t−h)
A
)
Π(g(t))
. lim sup
t→∞
AE[X
(0,g(t))
h ]
Π(g(t))g(t− h)
= lim sup
t→∞
Ah
∫ g(t)
0 xΠ(dx)
Π(g(t))g(t− h)
.
Now,
∫ g(t)
0
xΠ(dx) =
∫ g(t)
x=0
∫ x
y=0
dyΠ(dx) =
∫ g(t)
y=0
∫ g(t)
x=y
Π(dx)dy ≤
∫ g(t)
0
Π(y)dy. Then as Π is
regularly varying at ∞, by Karamata’s theorem [8, Prop 1.5.8], we deduce, as required for
dominated convergence on I1, that for each h > 0,
(40) . h+ lim sup
t→∞
g(t)Π(g(t))
Π(g(t))g(t− h)
<∞.
Proof for I2 By Theorem 3.14, qh(y) is non-decreasing in y, so by (22), P(O
ghy
t−h) is non-
decreasing in y. Now, limt→∞ P(O
gg(h+1),h
t−h )/P(Ot) = qh(g(h + 1)) < ∞ for each fixed h by
Theorem 3.14, and we conclude that
lim
t→∞
∫
I2
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) ≤ lim
t→∞
P(O
gg(h+1),h
t−h )
P(Ot)
∫
I2
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh)
= qh(g(h+ 1))P (Xh ∈ I2;Oh) ,
which is finite for each h>0, so dominated convergence applies on I2.
Proof for I3 By (17) and Lemma 4.1, for all large enough t,
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
≤ 2
[
Π(ghy (t− h)) + ρ
h
y(t− h)
]
Φhy(t− h)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
.
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For y ∈ I3, y > g(h+ 1), so f(y)− h > f(g(h+ 1))− h = 1, and 1 + 1/(f(y)− h) < 2. By (27),
as limt→∞ u(t) = 0, for all large enough t and for all y ∈ I3,
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
≤ 2
(
1 + u(t)(1 + 1f(y)−h)
)
Π(ghy (t− h))Φ
h
y(t− h)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
≤ 6
Π(ghy (t− h))Φ
h
y(t− h)
Π(g(t))Φ(t)
.
Now, y < g(t − h)/A < g(t)/3 for y ∈ I3, so by (10), since Π is regularly varying at ∞,
Π(ghy (t− h)) = Π(g(t) − y) . Π(g(t)), uniformly among y ∈ I3. So for each fixed h > 0, for all
large enough t, uniformly in y ∈ I3,
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
.
Φhy(t− h)
Φ(t)
. (42)
Now, by (19), for t0(y) as defined in (23),
Φhy(t− h) = Φ
h
y(t0(y)) exp
(∫ t−h
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds+
∫ t−h
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds
)
.
Applying (26) and recalling that 1 + 1/(f(y) − h) < 2 for y ∈ I3, the integral
∫∞
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds is
uniformly bounded among y, so uniformly among y ∈ I3,
Φhy(t− h) . Φ
h
y(t0(y)) exp
(∫ t−h
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds
)
.
By Lemma 4.6, lim inft→∞ ρ(t) ≥ 0, so lim inft→∞
∫ t
1 ρ(s)ds > −∞, then by (16),
Φ(t) = Φ(1) exp
(∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds+
∫ t
1
ρ(s)ds
)
& exp
(∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
.
Since y > g(h+ 1) in I3, recalling (23), t0(y) ≥ f(Ay) > f(y) ≥ h+ 1 > 1, so
Φhy(t− h)
Φ(t)
. Φhy(t0(y)) exp
(∫ t−h
t0(y)
Π(ghy (s))ds −
∫ t
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
≤ Φhy(t0(y)) exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))− Π(g(s))
)
ds
)
.
Now, by Lemma 4.5, since yf ′(y)Π(y) decreases to zero as y →∞,
lim sup
t→∞
(
sup
y∈I3
∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))−Π(g(s))
)
ds
)
. lim sup
t→∞
(
sup
y∈I3
yf ′(y)Π(y)
)
<∞,
uniformly in y > g(h). So for each fixed h > 0, uniformly in y ∈ I3, by (12),
lim
t→∞
Φhy(t− h)
Φ(t)
. Φhy(t0(y)) ≤ t0(y). (43)
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Now, it follows from (42) and (43) that for each fixed h > 0,
lim
t→∞
∫
I3
P(O
ghy
t−h)
P(Ot)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) . lim
t→∞
∫
I3
t0(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) . (44)
Note that for y ∈ I3, y < g(t − h)/A < g(t)/A. Then it follows that for all large enough t,
t0(y) = f(Ay) ∨ f(1− 2/A) < t , recalling the notation (5) and (8), by (2),
(44) ≤ lim
t→∞
t
∫
I3
P
(
Xh ∈ dy;Oh
)
≤ lim
t→∞
t P
(
Xh ≤
g(t)
A
)
= lim
t→∞
t P
(
Xh ≤
g(t)
A
; ∆
g(t)
1 > h
)
≤ lim
t→∞
t P
(
∆
g(t)
1 > h
)
= lim
t→∞
t
(
1− e−hΠ(g(t))
)
≤ lim
t→∞
htΠ(g(t))
(2)
= 0.
Therefore the dominated convergence theorem applies on I3, and the order of limits and inte-
gration can be swapped between (36) and (37), as required.
4.2.2 Proof of Theorem 3.17
Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, proven in Sections 7,8, help prove Theorem 3.17.
Lemma 4.7. For each subordinator and g = f−1 in case (ia), there exist K,h0 > 0 such that
for all h > h0, with Π(y) = y
−αL(y), uniformly in y > K,
P (Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) ≍ y
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P(Oh)dy (45)
Lemma 4.8. For δ > 0 small enough that 0 < f(0) < f(δ) < 1, uniformly for all h > 0 and
y > g(h+ f(δ)),
qh(y) ≍ Φ
h
y(f(Ay)) exp
(
−
∫ f(Ay)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
.
Lemma 4.9. For a subordinator in case (ia), and for a function g which increases to ∞, let
S
∆
g(h)
1
denote the size of its first jump of size greater than g(h). Then there is h0 > 0 such that
uniformly for all h > h0 and v > 1,
P
(
S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv
)
=
Π(g(h)dv)
Π(g(h))
≍
L(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
v−1−αdv.
In particular there is x0 ∈ (0,∞) so that for all x > x0, with Π(dx) = u(x)dx,
u(x) ≍ x−1Π(x) = L(x)x−1−α. (46)
Lemma 4.10. Recall the notation (12) , (23). If h > 0, y > g(h), and t ≥ f(Ay), for A >
3 ∨ (B − 1), then Φhy(t) ≥ f(y)− h.
Proof of Theorem 3.17. As Q(Xh ≥ g(h)) = 1 for h ≥ 0, by Def. 3.16,
w ∈ Rg ⇐⇒ lim
h→∞
Q (Xh ∈ (g(h), w(h)g(h))) = 0. (47)
Now, by Theorem 3.14,
lim
h→∞
Q (Xh ∈ (g(h), w(h)g(h))) = lim
h→∞
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) . (48)
We begin by showing that if limh→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h Π(g(s))ds = 0, then w ∈ Rg.
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Proof of Sufficient Condition Let limh→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
Π(g(s))ds = 0. To show w ∈ Rg, we
will show that the limit of the integral (48) is zero on each of
[g(h), g(h+ 1)] ∪ [g(h+ 1),Kg(h)] ∪ [g(h+ 1) ∨Kg(h), w(h)g(h)] =: R1 ∪R2 ∪R3
separately, where K is the constant in Lemma (4.7). Note that if g(h + 1) > Kg(h), then we
need only consider R1 ∪R3. Since g is non-decreasing, we only need to consider the value K if
K > 1.
Proof for R1 By Theorem 3.14, qh(y) is non-decreasing in y, so
lim
h→∞
∫ g(h+1)
g(h)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) (49)
≤ lim
h→∞
qh(g(h+ 1))
∫ g(h+1)
g(h)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) ≤ lim
h→∞
qh(g(h+ 1))P (Oh) .
Applying Lemma 4.8, then applying Lemma 4.1,
(49) . lim
h→∞
Φhg(h+1)(f(Ag(h+ 1)))e
−
∫ f(Ag(h+1))
1 Π(g(s))dsP (Oh)
= lim
h→∞
Φhg(h+1)(f(Ag(h+ 1)))e
−
∫ f(Ag(h+1))
1 Π(g(s))dsΦ(h)Π(g(h)).
Now, Φhg(h+1)(f(Ag(h + 1))) ≤ f(Ag(h + 1)) . h, and f(Ag(h + 1)) ≥ h, as f = g
−1 is
O-regularly varying, increasing, and A > 1. By (28) and (2),
(49) . lim
h→∞
he−
∫ f(Ag(h+1))
1 Π(g(s))dsΦ(h)Π(g(h))
≤ lim
h→∞
he−
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))dsΦ(h)Π(g(h))
(28)
. lim
h→∞
hΠ(g(h))
(2)
= 0.
Proof for R2 Recall that we only need to consider R2 when g(h+ 1) < Kg(h), in which case
K must satisfy K > 1. By Theorem 3.14, qh(y) is non-decreasing in y, so
lim
h→∞
∫ Kg(h)
g(h+1)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) (50)
≤ lim
h→∞
qh(Kg(h))
∫ Kg(h)
g(h+1)
P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) ≤ lim
h→∞
qh(Kg(h))P (Oh) .
Applying Lemma 4.1, then Lemma 4.8 (note g(h+ f(δ)) < g(h+ 1) < Kg(h)),
(50)
4.1
≤ lim
h→∞
qh(Kg(h))Φ(h)Π(g(h)).
4.8
. lim
h→∞
ΦhKg(h)(f(AKg(h)))e
−
∫ f(AKg(h))
1 Π(g(s))dsΦ(h)Π(g(h)).
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Observe that ΦhKg(h)(t) ≤ t for all t > 0, by (12), and f(AKg(h)) ≥ f(g(h)) = h since f
increasing and A,K > 1. Moreover, as f isO-regularly varying at∞, f(AKg(h)) . f(g(h)) = h,
as h→∞, so
(50) ≤ lim
h→∞
f(AKg(h)) exp
(
−
∫ f(AKg(h))
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
Φ(h)Π(g(h)).
≤ lim
h→∞
f(AKg(h)) exp
(
−
∫ h
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
Φ(h)Π(g(h))
. lim
h→∞
h exp
(
−
∫ h
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
Φ(h)Π(g(h)).
By (28), Φ(h) ≍ exp(
∫ h
1
Π(g(s))ds) as h→∞, so as limh→∞ hΠ(g(h)) = 0 by (2), we conclude
that (50) = 0, so the integral over R2 is zero, and thus
lim
h→∞
∫
R1∪R2
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) = 0. (51)
Proof for R3 Now we wish to show convergence to zero of∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h+1)∨Kg(h)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) =
∫ w(h)
g(h+1)
g(h)
∨K
qh(g(h)v)P (Xh ∈ g(h)dv;Oh) . (52)
Applying Lemma 4.7, then changing variables back to y = g(h)v, recalling that Π(g(h)) =
g(h)−αL(g(h)), then applying Lemma 4.1, as h→∞,
(52)
4.7
≍
∫ w(h)
g(h+1)
g(h)
∨K
qh(g(h)v)v
−1−αL(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
P(Oh)dv
=
P (Oh) g(h)
α
L(g(h))
∫ w(h)
g(h+1)
g(h) ∨K
qh(g(h)v)g(h)
−αv−1−αL(g(h)v)dv
=
P (Oh)
Π(g(h))
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h+1)∨Kg(h)
qh(y)y
−1−αL(y)dy
4.1
∼ Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h+1)∨Kg(h)
qh(y)y
−1−αL(y)dy.
Changing variables (u = Ay), applying Lemma 4.8 and then the uniform convergence theorem
[8, Theorem 1.2.1], as L is slowly varying at ∞ and Φhy(f(u)) ≤ f(u), it follows that as h→∞,
(52)
4.8
≍ Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h+1)∨Kg(h)
Φhy(f(Ay)) exp
(
−
∫ f(Ay)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
y−1−αL(y)dy
≤ Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
Φhy(f(Ay)) exp
(
−
∫ f(Ay)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
y−1−αL(y)dy
. Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
Φhy(f(u)) exp
(
−
∫ f(u)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
u−1−αL(u)du
≤ Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
f(u) exp
(
−
∫ f(u)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
u−1−αL(u)du.
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Since A,K > 1, we can split up the integral as follows, and we will deal with each term
separately:
(52) . Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
f(u) exp
(
−
∫ f(u)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
u−1−αL(u)du
+Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f(u) exp
(
−
∫ f(u)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
u−1−αL(u)du
=: J1(h) + J2(h). (53)
Proof for J2(h) As f(u)≥ f(w(h)g(h))≥ f(g(h)) = h for u≥w(h)g(h), by (28),
J2(h) = Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f(u)e−
∫ f(u)
1 Π(g(s))dsu−1−αL(u)du
= Φ(h)e−
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))ds
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f(u)e−
∫ f(u)
h
Π(g(s))dsu−1−αL(u)du
(28)
.
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f(u)e−
∫ f(u)
h
Π(g(s))dsu−1−αL(u)du ≤
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f(u)u−1−αL(u)du.
Since f , f ′ are O-regularly varying at∞, one can verify that, uniformly for all sufficiently large
u, f(u)/u ≍ f ′(u), see [8, Prop 2.10.3]. Recall that in case (i), f ′(u)uΠ(u) decreases to 0 as
u→∞, so as h→∞,
J2(h) .
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
f ′(u)u−αL(u)du =
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
uf ′(u)Π(u)u−1du.
≤ w(h)g(h) f ′
(
w(h)g(h)
)
Π
(
w(h)g(h)
) ∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
u−1du
= o(1)×
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
w(h)g(h)
u−1du = o(1)× log(A) = o(1), (54)
so limh→∞ J2(h) = 0, and J2(h) never contributes. Now we consider J1(h).
Proof for J1(h) First, changing variables from s to v := g(s) (so s = f(v)),
J1(h) = Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
f(u) exp
(
−
∫ f(u)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
u−1−αL(u)du
= Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
f(u) exp
(
−
∫ u
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv
)
u−1−αL(u)du.
Recall u−αL(u) = Π(u), and f(u) ≍ uf ′(u) uniformly as u→∞, so as h→∞,
J1(h) ≍ Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
f ′(u) exp
(
−
∫ u
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv
)
u−αL(u)du
= Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
f ′(u)Π(u) exp
(
−
∫ u
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv
)
du.
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Changing variables from u to z := e−
∫
u
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv and applying (28), it follows that as h→∞,
J1(h) ≍ Φ(h)
[
e−
∫ g(h)
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv − e−
∫w(h)g(h)
g(1)
Π(v)f ′(v)dv
]
= Φ(h)
[
e−
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))ds − e−
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
1 Π(g(s))ds
] (28)
≍ 1− e−
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
Π(g(s))ds. (55)
Thus by (51), (54) and (55), whenever limh→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h Π(g(s))ds = 0, w is in the entropic
repulsion envelope Rg, as required for the sufficient condition.
Now we will prove that if w ∈ Rg, then limh→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
Π(g(s))ds = 0.
Proof of Necessary Condition Let w ∈ Rg. Then by (22),
0 = lim
h→∞
Q (Xh ∈ (g(h), w(h)g(h)))
= lim
h→∞
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) = lim
h→∞
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
qh(y)P (Xh ∈ dy;Oh) ,
since the limit of the integral over R1 ∪ R2 is always zero by (51). Changing variables to
v = y/g(h), then applying Lemma 4.7,
0 = lim
h→∞
∫ w(h)
K
qh(g(h)v)P (Xh∈g(h)dv;Oh) ≍ lim
h→∞
P(Oh)
∫ w(h)
K
qh(g(h)v)v
−1−αL(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
dv.
Changing variables to y = g(h)v and recallling that Π(g(h)) = g(h)−αL(g(h)), then applying
Lemmas 4.1, 4.8, and 4.10,
0 = lim
h→∞
P(Oh)
Π(g(h))
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
qh(y)y
−1−αL(y)dy
4.1
= lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
qh(y)y
−1−αL(y)dy
4.8
≍ lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
Φhy(f(Ay))e
−
∫ f(Ay)
1 Π(g(s))dsy−1−αL(y)dy
4.10
≥ lim
h→∞
[
Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
f(y)e−
∫ f(Ay)
1 Π(g(s))dsy−1−αL(y)dy
− hΦ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
e−
∫ f(Ay)
1 Π(g(s))dsy−1−αL(y)dy
]
=: lim
h→∞
[I1 − I2] .
First we consider I2. Note that AK > 1, so f(Ay) ≥ f(AKg(h)) ≥ h for all y ≥ Kg(h). Then
since Φ(h) ≍ e−
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))ds by (28),
lim
h→∞
|I2| ≤ lim
h→∞
hΦ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
e−
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))dsy−1−αL(y)dy. lim
h→∞
h
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
y−1−αL(y)dy.
By Lemma 4.9, y−1−αL(y)dy ≍ Π(dy), so as Π is regularly varying at ∞, by (2),
lim
h→∞
|I2|
4.9
. lim
h→∞
h
∫ w(h)g(h)
Kg(h)
Π(dy) ≤ lim
h→∞
hΠ(Kg(h)) . lim
h→∞
hΠ(g(h))
(2)
= 0,
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so I2 = 0, and thus limh→∞ I1 ≤ 0. As I1 is non-negative, limh→∞ I1 = 0. Now, changing
variables to v := Ay, as f is O-regularly varying at ∞ and L is slowly varying at ∞, by the
uniform convergence theorem [8, Theorem 1.2.1],
0 = lim
h→∞
I1 = lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
f
( v
A
)
e−
∫ f(v)
1 Π(g(s))dsv−1−αAαL
( v
A
)
dv
≍ lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
f(v)e−
∫ f(v)
1 Π(g(s))dsv−1−αL(v)dv.
Recall v−αL(v) = Π(v), and f(v) ≍ vf ′(v) uniformly for all large enough v, because f , f ′ are
O-regularly varying at ∞, see [8, Prop 2.10.3]. Then
0 = lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
f(v)e−
∫ f(v)
1 Π(g(s))dsv−1Π(v)dv
≍ lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
f ′(v)Π(v)e−
∫ f(v)
1 Π(g(s))dsdv.
Now, one can verify that P (v) :=
∫ v
g(1)
Π(u)f ′(u)du =
∫ f(v)
1
Π(g(s))ds by changing variables
from u to s = f(u). Then as A > 3 and P ′(v) = Π(v)f ′(v) ≥0,
0 = lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ Aw(h)g(h)
AKg(h)
P ′(v)e−P (v)dv
≥ lim
h→∞
[
Φ(h)
∫ w(h)g(h)
g(h)
P ′(v)e−P (v)dv − Φ(h)
∫ AKg(h)
g(h)
P ′(v)e−P (v)dv
]
=: lim
h→∞
[K1 −K2] .
Now, recall that by (55),
lim
h→∞
K1 ≍ lim
h→∞
J1 ≍ lim
h→∞
(
1− e−
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h
Π(g(s))ds
)
. (56)
So if we prove limh→∞K1 = 0, then limh→∞
∫ f(w(h)g(h))
h Π(g(s))ds = 0, and the proof is
complete. As K1 is always non-negative, it suffices to prove that limh→∞K1 ≤ 0. To prove
this, we will show that limh→∞ |K2| = 0. Since g = f
−1, note f(v) > h for v > g(h), then as
Φ(h) ≍ e
∫
h
1
Π(g(s))ds by (28),
lim
h→∞
|K2| = lim
h→∞
Φ(h)
∫ AKg(h)
g(h)
Π(v)f ′(v)e−
∫ f(v)
1 Π(g(s))dsdv
(28)
≍ lim
h→∞
∫ AKg(h)
g(h)
Π(v)f ′(v)e−
∫ f(v)
h
Π(g(s))dsdv ≤ lim
h→∞
∫ AKg(h)
g(h)
vf ′(v)Π(v)v−1dv.
Recall that by assumption, vf ′(v)Π(v) decreases to 0 as v →∞, and hence
lim
h→∞
|K2| . lim
h→∞
g(h) f ′(g(h)) Π(g(h))
∫ AKg(h)
g(h)
v−1dv
= lim
h→∞
g(h) f ′(g(h)) Π(g(h))× log(AK) = 0.
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4.2.3 Proof of Corollary 3.18
Proof of Corollary 3.18. We need to verify that a stable subordinator of index α ∈ (0, 1) satisfies
(3), so Theorem 3.17 applies. For t > 0, x > g(t) + x0, by the scaling property of stable
subordinators (see [7, p227]),
ft(x) = t
− 1
α f1
(
x
t
1
α
)
. (57)
Now consider the result (see [29, Theorem 1.12]) that for a stable subordinator of index α ∈ (0, 1),
f1(v) ∼ cαv
−1−α as v → ∞, for cα > 0 constant. In particular, for all large enough v, f1(v) is
arbitrarily close to cαv
−1−α. Taking e.g. a = 2cα, it follows that there exist a, C ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all v > C, f1(v) ≤ av
−1−α.
As Π(dv) = u(v)dv = cv−1−αdv for a constant c > 0, if we can show that x/t1/α ≥ C for all
t > 0, x > g(t) + x0, for a suitable choice of x0 > 0, then by (57),
ft(x) = t
− 1
α f1
(
x
t
1
α
)
≤ actx−1−α = Atu(x),
for A = ac, so condition (3) is satisfied, and the proof will be complete. Indeed, by (2),
limt→∞ tΠ(g(t)) = limt→∞ tg(t)
−α = 0, so there exists D ∈ (0,∞) such that for all t > D,
tg(t)−α ≤ C−α, so t1/α ≤ C−1g(t), and hence for all t > D,
x
t
1
α
≥
g(t) + x0
t
1
α
≥
g(t)
t
1
α
≥ C.
On the other hand, if t ≤ D, then x/t1/α ≥ (g(t)+x0)/D
1/α ≥ x0/D
1/α, and (choosing x0 large
enough that x0/D
1/α > C if necessary), we conclude that x/t1/α > C for all t > 0, x > g(t)+x0,
so [29, Theorem 1.12] applies to (57). It follows that condition (3) is satisfied, and so Theorem
3.17 applies, as required.
5 Proof of Lemma 4.1
Before proving Lemma 4.1, let us begin by stating Lemma 5.1, which is key to proving Lemmas
4.1 and 4.3, and is itself proven in Section 8.
Lemma 5.1. Let (Xt)t≥0 be a subordinator satisfying the assumptions in case (i) or (ii). Then
there exists a constant C > 0, which depends only on the law of X, such that for all A(t) ∈ (1,∞),
B(t) > 0, and H(t) ∈ (0, 1),
P
(
X
(0,A(t))
t >B(t)
)
≤ exp
(
Ct log
(
1
H(t)
)
H(t)−
A(t)
B(t)Π(A(t))
A(t)
B(t)
)
H(t). (58)
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Lemma 4.1 is simpler to prove in case (ii) than case (i) thanks to the
condition (4). We thus omit the proof in case (ii). Since g = f−1 is continuous, for each
x ≥ 0, t > 0,
P
(
Ot,X(0,x)
)
= P
(
Ot−,X(0,x)
)
, (59)
where Ot−,X(0,x) :=
⋂
u<tOu,X(0,x) , and moreover by the definition (7),
P(Ot,X(0,x)) ≤ P
(
X
(0,x)
t > g(t)
)
. (60)
Now, we partition and disintegrate on the value of ∆
g(t)
1 , which is exponentially distributed
with rate Π(g(t)), then note by (5), (59) and (7), that P(Ot|∆
g(t)
1 = s) = P(Os|∆
g(t)
1 = s) =
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P(Os−|∆
g(t)
1 = s) = P(Os,X(0,g(t)) ), so
P (Ot) = P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ t) + P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)
= Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P(Ot|∆
g(t)
1 = s)e
−Π(g(t))sds+ P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)
= Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P( Os,X(0,g(t)) ) e
−Π(g(t))sds+ P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t). (61)
Now, observe that by the definition (7), P(Os|∆
g(t)
1 > s) = P(Os,X(0,g(t)) ), so
P(Os) = P(Os; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ s) + P(Os; ∆
g(t)
1 > s)
= P(Os; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ s) + P(Os|∆
g(t)
1 > s)P(∆
g(t)
1 > s)
= P(Os; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ s) + P
(
Os,X(0,g(t))
)
e−Π(g(t))s. (62)
Disintegrating on ∆
g(t)
1 , recalling the notation (6), (8), by (61), (62), and (59),
P (Ot) = Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
[
P(Os)− P(Os; ∆
g(t)
1 ≤ s)
]
ds+ P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)
(59)
= Π(g(t))Φ(t)−Π(g(t))2
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P(Ov,X(0,g(t)) )e
−Π(g(t))vdvds+ P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)
= : (a1)− (a2) + (a3). (63)
One easily verifies that (a2) = o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞, using (2). For t ≥ 1,
Φ(t) ≥ Φ(1) = constant > 0. (64)
We use (64) to prove (a3) = o(Φ(t)Π(g(t))) as t→∞. We partition (a3) as
(a3) =P(Ot; ∆
θg(t)
1 <t; ∆
g(t)
1 >t)+P(Ot; ∆
g1(t)
1 <t; ∆
θg(t)
1 > t)+P(Ot; ∆
g1(t)
1 >t)
=: (3A) + (3B) + (3C), (65)
with g1(t) := g(t)/ log(t), and θ ∈ (0, 1). Later we split (3B) into more pieces.
Proof for (3A) Disintegrating on ∆
θg(t)
1 , which is exponentially distributed,
(3A) = e−tΠ(g(t))P(Ot; ∆
θg(t)
1 < t|∆
g(t)
1 > t)
=e−tΠ(g(t))
∫ t
0
P(Ot|∆
θg(t)
1 =s; ∆
g(t)
1 >t)Π((θg(t), g(t)))e
−(Π(θg(t))−Π(g(t)))sds
≤ (Π(θg(t))−Π(g(t)))
∫ t
0
P(Ot|∆
θg(t)
1 = s; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)ds
≤ (Π(θg(t))−Π(g(t)))
∫ t
0
P(Os,X(0,θg(t)) )ds ≤
(
Π(θg(t))
Π(g(t))
− 1
)
Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os)ds.
(66)
Now, limθ→1 limt→∞
(
Π(θg(t))/Π(g(t))− 1
)
= 0, as Π is CRV at ∞, and therefore by (66),
(3A) = o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞ then θ → 1.
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Partitioning (3B) Recall notation (5). Disintegrating on ∆
g1(t)
1 , by (60),
(3B) = P(Ot; ∆
g1(t)
1 < t; ∆
θg(t)
1 > t)
= Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Ot; ∆
θg(t)
1 > t|∆
g1(t)
1 = s)e
−Π(g1(t))sds
(60)
≤ Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os;Xt > g(t);∆
θg(t)
1 > t|∆
g1(t)
1 = s)ds
= Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os;Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s +Xs−+(Xs−Xs−)>g(t);∆
θg(t)
1 >t|∆
g1(t)
1 =s)ds,
where Xˆ(0,θg(t)) is an independent copy of X with truncated Le´vy measure as in the definition
(7). Then as the jump at time ∆
g1(t)
1 has size Xs −Xs− ≤ θg(t),
(3B)≤Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os,X(0,g1(t)) ; Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s +X
(0,g1(t))
s− > (1−θ)g(t);∆
θg(t)
1 >t)ds
≤ Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os,X(0,g1(t)) ; Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s +X
(0,g1(t))
s− > (1− θ)g(t))ds.
Partitioning according to A := {X
(0,g1(t))
s > (1− θ)g(t)/2} and Ac,
(3B) ≤ Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os,X(0,g1(t)) ; Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s +X
(0,g1(t))
s− > (1− θ)g(t);A)ds
+Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P(Os,X(0,g1(t)) ; Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s +X
(0,g1(t))
s− > (1− θ)g(t);A
c)ds
≤ Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
X(0,g1(t))s >
(1 − θ)g(t)
2
)
ds
+Π(g1(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
Os,X(0,g1(t)) ; Xˆ
(0,θg(t))
t−s >
(1− θ)g(t)
2
)
ds
≤ tΠ(g1(t))P
(
X
(0,g1(t))
t >
(1− θ)g(t)
2
)
+Π(g1(t))P
(
X
(0,θg(t))
t >
(1 − θ)g(t)
2
)∫ t
0
P (Os) ds.
=: (J1) + (J2). (67)
Proof for (J1) By Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6], Π(g1(t)) . log(t)
2αΠ(g(t)) as t→∞.
Applying Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = t−n, n > 1, as t→∞,
(J1) . t log(t)2αΠ(g(t))P
(
X
(0,g1(t))
t >
(1− θ)g(t)
2
) 5.1
. t log(t)2αΠ(g(t)) exp ((∗)) t−n,
(∗) .
2nt log(t)
(1− θ)g(t)
t
2n
(1−θ) log(t)Π(g1(t))
2g1(t)
(1 − θ)g(t)
. te
2n
1−θΠ(g1(t)). tΠ(g1(t)).
By (2), limt→∞(∗) = 0 for each n > 1 and θ ∈ (0, 1), so in case (i), by (64), (J1) .
log(t)α+δΠ(g(t))t−(n−1) = o(Π(g(t)Φ(t)) as t→∞ then θ → 1.
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Proof for (J2) Applying Markov’s inequality,
(J2) = Π(g1(t))Φ(t)P
(
X
(0,θg(t))
t >
(1− θ)g(t)
2
)
≤
2Π (g1(t))Φ(t)
(1− θ)g(t)
E
[
X
(0,θg(t))
t
]
=
2tΠ(g1(t)) Φ(t)
(1− θ)g(t)
∫ θg(t)
0
xΠ(dx) =
2tΠ(g1(t))Φ(t)
(1− θ)g(t)
∫ θg(t)
0
(
Π(x)−Π(θg(t))
)
dx
≤
2tΠ(g1(t))Φ(t)
(1 − θ)g(t)
∫ θg(t)
0
Π(x)dx.
As Π is regularly varying at∞,by Karamata’s theorem[8,Prop1.5.8] as t→∞,
(J2) .
2tΠ(g1(t))Φ(t)
(1− θ)g(t)
θg(t)Π(θg(t)) . tΠ(g1(t))Φ(t)Π(g(t)).
By (2), limt→∞ tΠ(g1(t)) = 0, so (J2) = o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞ for each fixed θ ∈ (0, 1), and
(J2) = o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞ then θ → 1.
Proof for (3C) By (60) and Lemma 5.1 with H(t)=Π(g(t))2, as t → ∞,
(3C) = P(Ot; ∆
g1(t)
1 > t) ≤ P
(
X
(0,g1(t))
t > g(t)
)
≤ exp ((∗)) Π(g(t))2, (68)
(∗) . t log
(
Π(g(t))−2
)
Π(g(t))−
2
log(t)
Π(g1(t))
log(t)
.
t log
(
1
Π(g(t))
)
log(t)
(
1
Π(g(t))
) 1
log(t)
Π(g1(t)).
Now we split into subsets of t > 0 (if one is bounded, we need only consider the other). Fix
M > 6/α. First we consider all t > 0 for which g(t) ≤ tM . Note Π(x) = x−αL(x) with L
slowly varying at ∞. Then as g(t)1/M ≤ t→∞,
(∗) .
log
(
g(t)αL(g(t))−1
)
log(t)
g(t)
α
log(t)L(g(t))−
1
log(t) .
As L is slowly varying at ∞, g(t)αL(g(t))−1 ≤ g(t)2α, so as g(t)1/M≤ t→∞,
(∗) .
log
(
g(t)2α
)
log(t)
g(t)
2α
log(t) .
log
(
t2αM
)
log(t)
t
2αM
log(t) = 2αMe2αM <∞.
Therefore for all t > 0 for which g(t) ≤ tM , we can conclude by (68) and (64) that (3C) .
Π(g(t))2 = o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞ then θ → 1.
For all t > 0 such that g(t) ≥ tM , as t → ∞, log(1/Π(g(t))) ≤ Π(g(t))−1/3, Π(g(t)) ≤ t−αM/2,
and Π(g(t))−1/ log(t) ≤ Π(g(t))1/3. Applying Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6] to Π(g1(t)),
for each δ > 0, as g(t)1/M ≥ t→∞,
(∗) .
t log
(
1
Π(g(t))
)
log(t)
(
1
Π(g(t))
) 1
log(t)
Π(g1(t)) .
tΠ(g(t))−
1
3
log(t)
Π(g(t))−
1
3Π(g1(t))
.
tΠ(g(t))
1
3
log(t)
log(t)−α+δ . t1−
1
6αM log(t)−α+δ.
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Recall M > 6/α, so 1 − αM/6 < 0, and limt→∞(∗) = 0. Then by (64) and (68), (3C) =
o(Π(g(t))Φ(t)) as t→∞ then θ → 1 in case (i), as required.
6 Proof of Lemma 4.3
In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we require Lemma 6.1, which is proven in Section 8.
Lemma 6.1.Recalling (10) and (23), if t > t0(y), then g
h
y (t) ≥ (1− 1/A) g(t).
Lemma 4.3 shall be proven by splitting up ρhy(t) into smaller pieces, and then showing that the
inequalities (26) and (27) hold for each piece separately.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. As with Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.3 is simpler to prove in case (ii) than case (i)
thanks to the condition (4). We thus omit the proof in case (ii). Recall the notation introduced
in (12) and (7). First, repeating the argument as in (63), but now with ghy (t) in place of g(t),
P(O
ghy
t ) = Π(g
h
y (t))Φ
h
y (t) + P
(
O
ghy
t ; ∆
ghy (t)
1 > t
)
−Π(ghy (t))
2
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P(O
ghy
v )e
−Π(ghy (t))vdvds
≤ Π(ghy (t))Φ
h
y (t) + P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
)
−Π(ghy (t))
2
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P(O
ghy
v )e
−Π(ghy (t))vdvds
≤ Π(ghy (t))Φ
h
y (t) + P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
)
. (69)
Recall the notation (8) and (14). By (69), partitioning on the value of ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 ,
ρhy(t) : =
P(O
ghy
t )
Φhy(t)
−Π(ghy (t))
(69)
≤
1
Φhy(t)
P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
)
=
1
Φhy(t)
[
P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 > t
)
+P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 ≤ t
)]
= :
1
Φhy(t)
[(a) + (b)] . (70)
So to prove (26), we need to prove, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(a) + (b) .
Φhy(t)
t log(t)1+ε
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)
. (71)
For (27), we need suitable u so that uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(a) + (b) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)
. (72)
Proof for (a) Recall the notation (11), (7). By Lemma 6.1, for all h > 0, y > g(h),
ghy (t)/ log(t) ≥ (1 − A
−1)g(t)/ log(t) > 1 as t → ∞, so by (60), Lemma 4.10, and Lemma
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5.1 with H(t) = t−n, for n > 1, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(a) = P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 > t
) (60)
≤ P
(
X
(0,
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
t > g
h
y (t)
)
4.10
≤
Φhy(t)
f(y)− h
P
(
X
(0,
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
t > g
h
y (t)
) 5.1
≤
Φhy(t)
f(y)− h
exp ((∗)) t−n, (73)
(∗) . t log(tn) t
n
ghy (t)
ghy (t) log(t) Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
ghy (t)
ghy (t) log(t)
= nentΠ
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
. (74)
Now, limt→∞ tΠ
(
ghy (t)/ log(t)
)
= 0, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), by Lemma 6.1 and (2),
and thus limt→∞(∗) = 0. Then as t → ∞, uniformly in y, h, (a) . t
−nΦhy(t)/(f(y) − h) ≤
t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t)/(f(y)− h), as required for (71).
To show (a) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y) − h), we split up upon the size of g(t). Fix large
M > 0. By (73), for all t > 0 such that g(t) ≤ tM , (a) . t−n, so for n so that t−n ≤ Π(g(t)),
by Lemma 4.10, (a) . Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y) − h) for suitable u, as t → ∞, uniformly in
h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (72).
For all t > 0 with g(t) ≥ tM , by Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = Π(g(t))2, applying Lemma 6.1, as
Π is regularly varying at ∞, uniformly in y, h, as t→∞,
(a)
5.1
≤ exp ((∗))Π(g(t))2, (75)
(∗) . t log
(
Π(g(t))−2
)
Π(g(t))−
2
log(t)Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
ghy (t)
ghy (t) log(t)
6.1
. tΠ(g(t))−
2
log(t)
log
(
Π(g(t))−2
)
log(t)
Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
.
Now, note that as t → ∞, for arbitrarily small η > 0, Π(g(t))−2/ log(t) ≤ Π(g(t))−η and
log
(
Π(g(t))−2
)
≤ Π(g(t))−η. Since Π is regularly varying at∞ with index −α, Π(x) = x−αL(x),
for L slowly varying at ∞, so as t→∞,
(∗) . t
1
log(t)
Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
Π(g(t))
−2η
= t
1
log(t)
g(t)−(1−2η)α log(t)αL
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
L(g(t))−2η
. tg(t)−(1−2η)αL
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
L(g(t))−2η ≤ tg(t)−
(1−2η)α
2 .
Choosing M > 4/((1 − 2η)α), we get g(t)−(1−2η)α/2 ≤ t−(1−2η)αM/2 ≤ t−2, so limt→∞(∗) = 0.
By Lemma 4.10 and (75), (a) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y) − h) as t → ∞, uniformly in h > 0,
y > g(h), for suitable u, as required for (72).
Partitioning (b) Now we partition (b) in case (i). Let ∆xm denote the time of our subor-
dinator’s mth jump of size larger than x, as in (8). With β as in (2), for m > 0 such that
m > β/(β − 1) and m > 1/(α(β − 1)), for c > 0 such that 1 − (m− 1)c > 0, and for all t large
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enough that 1/ log(t) ≤ c,
(b) = P
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O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 ≤ t
)
= P
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O
ghy
t,X
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ghy (t)
log(t)
1 ≤ t; ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
m > t; ∆
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1 ≤ t
)
=: (2A) + (2B) + (2C). (76)
Proof for (2A) Disintegrating on the value of ∆
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log(t)
1 ,
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ds,
since ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 is exponentially distributed. Now, partitioning the event further,
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and then it follows that
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Now, by (60), given that there are k jumps of size in [ghy (t)/ log(t), cg
h
y (t)],
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Now, limt→∞ tΠ(g
h
y (t)/ log(t)) ≥ limt→∞ tΠ((1 − 1/A)g(t)/ log(t)) = 0 by (2), uniformly in
h > 0, y > g(h) by Lemma 6.1. Applying Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = t−2, as ghy (t) ≥ (1− 1/A)g(t),
uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(2A) . P
(
X
(
0,
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
> (1− (m− 1)c)ghy (t)
)
≤ exp ((∗)) t−2, (77)
(∗) . t log(t2)t
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2
1− (m− 1)c
e
2
1−(m−1)c tΠ
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
.
By (2) and Lemma 6.1, it follows that limt→∞(∗) = 0, uniformly among h > 0 and y > g(h),
so by Lemma 4.10, (2A) . t−2 . t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t)/(f(y)− h) as t→∞, uniformly in h > 0,
y > g(h), as required for (71).
Now we prove (2A) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t)). Fixing M > 0, we split into two subsets of t > 0.
For all t > 0 such that g(t) ≤ tM , by (77) and Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = t−n, uniformly in
h > 0, y > g(h), as g(t)1/M ≤ t→∞,
(2A)
(77)
. P
(
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ghy (t)
log(t)
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,
and by (2) and Lemma 6.1, it follows that limt→∞(∗) = 0, uniformly among h > 0, y > g(h).
Then choosing n large enough that t−n ≤ Π(g(t))2 (this is possible as Π is regularly varying
at ∞ and g(t) ≤ tM ), by Lemma 4.10, (2A) . Π(g(t))2 ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y) − h) as
g(t)1/M ≤ t→∞ for suitable u, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (72).
For all t > 0 for which g(t) ≥ tM , by (77) and Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = Π(g(t))2, uniformly in
h > 0, y > g(h), as g(t)1/M ≥ t→∞,
(2A)
(77)
. P
(
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ghy (t)
log(t)
) > (1− (m− 1)c)ghy (t)
)
≤ exp ((∗))Π(g(t))2, (78)
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.
As Π is regularly varying at∞, Π(x) = x−αL(x), for L slowly varying at∞. For each η > 0, as
t→∞, Π(g(t))−2/((1−(m−1)c) log(t)) ≤ g(t)αηL(g(t))η and log(Π(g(t))−2)≤g(t)αηL(g(t))η. Then
by Lemma 6.1, uniformly in h>0, y>g(h), as g(t)1/M ≥ t→∞,
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Now, g(t) ≥ tM , so tg(t)−(1−2η)α ≤ t1−(1−2η)αM/2, so takingM > 2/((1−2η)α), limt→∞(∗) = 0,
uniformly in y, h. Then by (78) and Lemma 4.10, it follows that as t →∞, (2A) ≤ Π(g(t))2 .
Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y)− h) for suitable u, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (72).
Proof for (2B) Disintegrating on the value of ∆
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m , so
(2B) ≤ Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
P
(
∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
m ≤ t
∣∣ ∆ ghy (t)log(t)1 = s)ds
≤ Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)
P
(
∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
m−1 ≤ t
) ∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
ds.
Now, since ∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 is exponentially distributed with parameter Π
(
ghy (t)/ log(t)
)
,
P
(
∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
m−1 ≤ t
)
≤ P
(
∆
ghy (t)
log(t)
1 ≤ t
)m−1
=
(
1− e−tΠ
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
))m−1
≤ tm−1Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)m−1
,
so recalling the notation in (12), by Lemma 6.1, uniformly in y, h as t→∞,
(2B) ≤ Π
(
ghy (t)
log(t)
)m
tm−1Φhy(t)
6.1
. Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)m
tm−1Φhy(t). (79)
Recall Π(x) = x−αL(x) for L slowly varying at ∞, so by Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6],
for arbitrarily small δ > 0, as t→∞,
Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
= log(t)αg(t)−αL(g(t))
L
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
L(g(t))
. log(t)α+δΠ(g(t)). (80)
Similarly, defining gβ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
β , for β > (1 + α)/(2α+ α2) as in (2),
Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
= log(t)αg(t)−αL (gβ(t))
L
(
g(t)
log(t)
)
L(gβ(t))
. log(t)α(1−β)+δβΠ(gβ(t)). (81)
Applying (80) to Π(g(t)) and (81) to Π(g(t))m−1, then by (2), as t→∞,
(2B) . log(t)mα+mδ−(m−1)αβΠ(g(t))Π(gβ(t))
m−1tm−1Φhy(t)
(2)
≤ log(t)mα+mδ−(m−1)αβΠ(g(t))Φhy(t).
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Now, for β as in (2), m > β/(β − 1), so mα− (m− 1)αβ < 0, choosing δ > 0 small enough, we
conclude that for suitable u, (2B) ≤ u(t)Π(g(t))Φhy(t) as t → ∞, uniformly among h > 0, y >
g(h), as required for (72).
Now we prove that (2B) . t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t). With gβ(t) = g(t)/ log(t)
β , by (79) and (81),
for arbitrarily small δ > 0, as t→∞, uniformly in y, h,
(2B) ≤ Π
(
g(t)
log(t)
)m
tm−1Φhy(t) . log(t)
mα(1−β)+mδΠ(gβ(t))
mtm−1Φhy(t).
By (2), Π(gβ(t)) ≤ t
−1, and so (2B) . t−1 log(t)−mα(β−1)+mδ(β−1)Φhy(t) as t → ∞. Finally,
mα(1 − β) < −1, so choosing δ small enough, we conclude that for some ε > 0, (2B) .
t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t)/(f(y)− h) as t→∞, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (71).
Partitioning (2C) Defining p(s) := log(t)−γ for γ := (1−α)/(2+α), denote p∗(s) := 1−p(s),
and let ∆x2 denote the time of our subordinator’s second jump of size at least x. Then we
partition:
(2C) = P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t
)
= P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 ≤ t
)
+ P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
2 ≤ t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 > t
)
+ P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t; ∆
cghy (t)
2 > t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 > t
)
=: (2Ca) + (2Cb) + (2Cc). (82)
Proof for (2Ca) As c ∈ (0, 1) is fixed, c < 1− log(t)−γ as t→∞, and so
(2Ca) = P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 ≤ t
)
.
Disintegrating on the value of ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 , by (59),
(2Ca) ≤
[
Π
(
p∗(t)ghy (t)
)
−Π
(
ghy (t)
)] ∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
|∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 = s
)
ds
(59)
≤
[
Π
(
p∗(t)ghy (t)
)
−Π
(
ghy (t)
)] ∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,ghy (t))
)
ds
≤
[
Π
(
p∗(t)ghy (t)
)
−Π
(
ghy (t)
)]
Φhy(t).
By Lemma 6.1, Π(ghy (t)) . Π(g(t)) uniformly across y, h, so we can write
(2Ca) ≤ Π
(
ghy (t)
)(Π (p∗(t)ghy (t))
Π
(
ghy (t)
) − 1
)
Φhy(t) . Π(g(t))
(
Π
(
p∗(t)ghy (t)
)
Π
(
ghy (t)
) − 1
)
Φhy(t). (83)
As limt→∞ p
∗(t) = 1 and Π is CRV at∞, limt→∞ Π(p
∗(t)ghy (t))/Π(g
h
y (t)) = 1. Now, g
h
y (t) & g(t)
uniformly in y, h by Lemma 6.1, so by (83), (2Ca) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t)) for suitable u, uniformly
in h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (72).
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Now we prove (2Ca) . t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t). As Π is regularly varying at ∞, Π(x) = x
−αL(x)
for L slowly varying at ∞, and by (83), as t→∞, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h),
(2Ca) . Π(g(t))
(
Π
(
p∗(t)ghy (t)
)
Π
(
ghy (t)
) − 1
)
Φhy(t) = Π (g(t))
(
p∗(t)−αL(p∗(t)ghy (t))
L(ghy (t))
− 1
)
Φhy(t).
By Lemma 6.1, ghy (t) & g(t) uniformly in y > g(h), h > 0, as t → ∞. By Potter’s theorem [8,
Theorem 1.5.6], for arbitrarily small δ > 0, uniformly in y > g(h), h > 0, as t→∞,
(2Ca) .
(
p∗(t)−α−δ − 1
)
Π(g(t))Φhy (t)
=
((
1− log(t)−γ
)−α−δ
− 1
)
Π(g(t))Φhy(t) ≤
log(t)−γ
1− log(t)−γ
Π(g(t))Φhy (t).
For β as in (2), gβ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
β , by Potter’s theorem and (2), for arbitrarily small τ > 0,
Π(g(t)) . Π(gβ(t)) log(t)
−αβ+βτ ≤ t−1 log(t)−αβ+βτ as t→∞. Then observing that limt→∞(1−
log(t)−γ) = 1, it follows that uniformly in y, h, as t→∞,
(2Ca) . t−1 log(t)−γ−αβ+βτΦhy(t).
Since γ = (1 − α)/(2 + α) > 1 − αβ, we may choose τ sufficiently small that −γ − αβ + βτ <
−1 − ε < −1. Then it follows that (2Ca) . t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t) as t → ∞, uniformly among
h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (71).
Proof for (2Cb) Disintegrating on the value of ∆
cghy (t)
1 , by (59),
(2Cb) = P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
2 ≤ t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 > t
)
≤ Π
(
cghy (t)
)∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
2 ≤ t;∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 >t|∆
cghy (t)
1 =s
)
ds
≤ Π
(
cghy (t)
)∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,ghy (t))
|∆
cghy (t)
1 =s
)
P
(
∆
cghy (t)
2 ≤t|∆
cghy (t)
1 =s
)
ds
(59)
≤ Π
(
cghy (t)
)
P
(
∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t
)∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
ds.
Recall for L slowly varying at∞, Π(x) = x−αL(x). Observe P
(
∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t
)
= 1− e−tΠ(cg
h
y (t)) ≤
tΠ(cghy (t)), so by (12) and Lemma 6.1, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(2Cb)
(12)
≤ Π
(
cghy (t)
)2
tΦhy(t)
6.1
. Π(g(t))2tΦhy(t) = g(t)
−2αL(g(t))2tΦhy(t) (84)
= log(t)−2αβ
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)−2α
L
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)2
L(g(t))2
L
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)2 tΦhy(t)
= log(t)−2αβΠ
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)2
L(g(t))2
L
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)2 tΦhy(t).
By Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6], for arbitrarily small δ > 0, as t→∞,
(2Cb) . log(t)−2αβΠ
(
g(t)
log(t)β
)2
log(t)2βδtΦhy(t).
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It follows by (2) that Π
(
g(t)/ log(t)β
)2
. t−2 as t→∞, and hence
(2Cb) . log(t)−2αβ log(t)2βδt−1Φhy(t).
Now, 2αβ > 1 by (2). Taking δ small enough that 2αβ − 2βδ ≥ 1 + ε > 1, it follows that
(2Cb) . t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t), uniformly in y, h, as required for (71).
Now we show (2Cb) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t)). By (84), since limt→∞ tΠ(g(t)) = 0 by (2), uniformly
in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(2Cb) . Π(g(t))2tΦhy(t) = o(1)×Π(g(t))Φ
h
y(t),
so (2Cb)≤Φhy (t)u(t)Π(g(t)) for suitable u, uniformly in y, h, as required for (72).
Partitioning (2Cc) By the definition (7), disintegrating on the value of ∆
cghy (t)
1 , by (59) and
Lemma 6.1, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h), as t→∞,
(2Cc) = P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
; ∆
cghy (t)
1 ≤ t; ∆
cghy (t)
2 > t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 > t
)
≤ Π(cghy (t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
t,X
(0,ghy (t))
;∆
cghy (t)
2 > t; ∆
p∗(t)ghy (t)
1 > t
∣∣∆cghy (t)1 = s)ds
(59)
= Π(cghy (t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
;Xˆ
(0,cghy (t))
t−s +X
(0,cghy (t))
s− > (1− p
∗(t))ghy (t)
)
ds
6.1
. Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
;Xˆ
(0,cghy (t))
t−s +X
(0,cghy (t))
s− > (1− p
∗(t))ghy (t)
)
ds,
where Xˆ is an independent copy of X , and we use that the jump at time s has size at
most p∗(t)ghy (t). Recall that 1 − p
∗(t) = log(t)−γ . Then partitioning according to the event{
X
(0,cghy (t))
s− > g
h
y (t)/(2 log(t)
γ)
}
and its complement,
(2Cc) . Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; Xˆ
(0,cghy (t))
t−s >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
ds
+Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
ds
=: (S) + (S∗). (85)
Next we will bound (S), then later we will split up (S∗) into more pieces.
Proof for (S) As Xˆ is an independent copy of X , we can write
(S) = Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
)
P
(
X
(0,cghy (t))
t−s >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
ds
≤ Π(g(t))P
(
X
(0,cghy (t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
Φhy(t). (86)
Since Π is regularly varying at ∞, applying Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6] to Π(g(t)), for
β as in (2) and for arbitrarily small τ > 0, as t→∞,
(S) . t−1 log(t)−αβ+τβP
(
X
(0,cghy (t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
Φhy(t). (87)
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By Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = log(t)−1+αβ−2τβ , uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h) by Lemma 6.1, as
t→∞,
P
(
X
(0,cghy (t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
≤ exp ((∗)) log(t)−1+αβ−2τβ , (88)
(∗) . t log
(
log(t)1−αβ+2βτ
)
log(t)(1−αβ+2βτ)
c
2 log(t)γ Π(cghy (t))
c
2 log(t)γ
.
Since γ > 0, for all large enough t, log
(
log(t)1−αβ+2βτ
)
≤ log(t)γ/3 and
log(t)(1−αβ+2βτ)
c
2 log(t)γ ≤ log(t)
γ
3 .
By (2), limt→∞ tΠ(cg
h
y (t)) = 0, uniformly in y, h by Lemma 6.1, so as t→∞,
(∗) .
log(t)
γ
3+
γ
3
log(t)γ
= log(t)−
γ
3 ,
and hence limt→∞(∗) = 0. Then by (87) and (88), choosing τ small enough,
(S) .
Φhy(t)
t log(t)1+τβ
≤
Φhy(t)
t log(t)1+ε
,
as t→∞, uniformly among h > 0, y > g(h), as required for (71).
Now we prove (S) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t)). The probability in (86) converges to 0 as t → ∞ by
(88), since limt→∞(∗) = 0, and this convergence is uniform among h > 0, y > g(h) by Lemma
6.1, so for suitable u, (S) ≤ Φhy(t)u(t)Π(g(t)) as t→∞, uniformly in y, h, as required for (72).
Partitioning (S∗) Now we partition (S∗). For β as in (2), γ = (1−α)/(2+α), and δ := 1+γ,
write gδ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
δ. Recall the notation (8). Then
(S∗) = Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
ds
= Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
; ∆
gδ(t)
1 ≤ s
)
ds
+Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
; ∆
gδ(t)
1 > s
)
ds
=: (S∗1 ) + (S
∗
2 ). (89)
Proof for (S∗1) Disintegrating on the value of ∆
gδ(t)
1 , by (59) and (12),
(S∗1 ) ≤ Π(g(t))Π(gδ(t))
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
;X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
∣∣∆gδ(t)1 =v)dvds
≤ Π(g(t))Π(gδ(t))
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
v,X
(0,cghy (t))
;X
(0,cghy (t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
∣∣∆gδ(t)1 =v)dvds
(59)
≤ tΠ(g(t))Π(gδ(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
v,X
(0,cghy (t))
)
dv
(12)
≤ tΠ(g(t))Π(gδ(t))Φ
h
y (t). (90)
As Π is regularly varying at ∞ of index α, applying Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6] to
Π(g(t)) and Π(gδ(t)), for arbitrarily small τ > 0, as t→∞,
(S∗1 ) . tΠ(gβ(t))
2 log(t)−αβ−α(β−δ)+βτ+(β−δ)τΦhy(t),
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gβ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
β , β as in (2). By (2), limt→∞ tΠ(gβ(t)) = 0, so as t→∞,
(S∗1 ) ≤ t
−1 log(t)−αβ−α(β−δ)+βτ+(β−δ)τΦhy(t).
Now, δ = 1+γ = 1+(1−α)/(2+α), and −αβ−α(β−δ) < −1 by (2). So taking τ small enough,
we conclude that (S∗1 ) . t
−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t) as t → ∞, uniformly among h > 0, y > g(h), as
required for (71).
To show (S∗1 ) ≤ Φ
h
y(t)u(t)Π(g(t)), one can verify that for each α ∈ (0, 1) and for β as in (2),
δ = 1 + (1 − α)/(2 + α) < (1 + 2α)/(2α + α2) < β. Thus limt→∞ tΠ(gδ(t)) = 0 by (2). Then
by (90), for suitable u, uniformly in y > g(h), h > 0 as t→∞, (S∗1 ) . tΠ(g(t))Π(gδ(t))Φ
h
y (t) ≤
u(t)Π(g(t))Φhy (t), as required for (72).
Proof for (S∗2) Note for gδ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
δ, by Lemma 6.1, for all h > 0, y > g(h), and for
all large enough t, gδ(t) ≤ cg
h
y (t), so as t→∞,
(S∗2 ) = Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X
(0,cghy (t))
; X
(0,cghy (t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
; ∆
gδ(t)
1 > s
)
ds
= Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s,X(0,gδ(t))
; X
(0,gδ(t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
; ∆
gδ(t)
1 > s
)
ds
≤ Π(g(t))
∫ t
0
P
(
X
(0,gδ(t))
s− >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
ds ≤ tΠ(g(t))P
(
X
(0,gδ(t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
.
For gβ(t) := g(t)/ log(t)
β , with β as in (2), applying Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6] to
Π(g(t)), for arbitrarily small τ > 0, as t→∞, by Lemma 6.1,
(S∗2 ) . tΠ(gβ(t)) log(t)
−αβ+τβP
(
X
(0,gδ(t))
t >
ghy (t)
2 log(t)γ
)
6.1
≤ tΠ(gβ(t)) log(t)
−αβ+τβP
(
X
(0,gδ(t))
t >
(1−A−1)g(t)
2 log(t)γ
)
.
Applying Lemma 5.1 with H(t) = 1/(t log(t)1+ε−αβ), ε > τβ, then by (2) and Lemma 4.10,
uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h) by Lemma 6.1, as t→∞,
(S∗2 )
5.1
. tΠ(gβ(t)) log(t)
−αβ+τβ exp((∗))
1
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
(2)
= o(1)× exp((∗))
1
t log(t)1+ε−τβ
4.10
≤ o(1)× exp((∗))
1
t log(t)1+ε−τβ
Φhy(t)
f(y)− h
, (91)
(∗) . t log
(
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
) (
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
) 2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 Π(gδ(t)) log(t)
γ−δ.
Now, if limt→∞(∗) = 0, then (S
∗
2 ) . t
−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t)/(f(y)− h). Indeed,
(∗) . t log
(
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
) (
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
) 2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 Π(gδ(t)) log(t)
γ−δ
= tΠ(gδ(t))t
2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 log
(
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
)
log(t)
(1+ε−αβ) 2 log(t)
γ−δ
1−A−1
+γ−δ
.
Now, δ > γ, so limt→∞ log(t)
γ−δ = 0, and for arbitrarily small κ > 0, as t→∞,
(∗) . tΠ(gδ(t))t
2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 log
(
t log(t)1+ε−αβ
)
log(t)(1+ε−αβ)κ+γ−δ.
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As t → ∞, log(t log(t)1+ε−αβ) . log(t). Applying Potter’s theorem [8, Theorem 1.5.6] to
Π(gδ(t)), for β as in (2) and arbitrarily small c > 0, as t→∞,
(∗) . tΠ(gβ(t))t
2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 log(t)1+(1+ε−αβ)κ−(β−δ)α+(β−δ)c+γ−δ.
Recalling γ− δ = −1, t
2 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 = e
2 log(t)1+γ−δ
1−A−1 = e
2
1−A−1 . Then as limt→∞ tΠ(gβ(t)) = 0 by (2),
using that 1 + γ − δ = 0, as t→∞,
(∗) . log(t)1+(1+ε−αβ)κ−(β−δ)α+(β−δ)c+γ−δ = log(t)(1+ε−αβ)κ−(β−δ)α+(β−δ)c. (92)
Now, δ < β, so −(β − δ)α < 0. Choosing κ, c small enough that the exponent in (92) is
negative, limt→∞(∗) = 0. Then by (91), uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h) as t → ∞, (S
∗
2 ) .
t−1 log(t)−1−εΦhy(t)/(f(y)− h), as required for (71).
To prove (S∗2 ) ≤ Φ
h
y(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y)−h), applying Lemma 5.1 withH(t) = 1/(t log(log(t)))
to (91), as t→∞, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h),
(S∗2 )
(91)
. tΠ(g(t))P
(
X
(0,gδ(t))
t >
(1 −A−1)g(t)
2 log(t)γ
)
5.1
≤
Π(g(t))
log(log(t))
exp ((∗)) ,
(∗) . t log (t log(log(t))) (t log(log(t)))
2 log(t)γ−δ
(1−A−1) Π(gδ(t)) log(t)
γ−δ.
Recall 1 + γ − δ = 0. As t log(log(t)) . t2 for all large enough t, as t→∞,
(∗) . t log(t)1+γ−δt
4 log(t)γ−δ
1−A−1 Π(gδ(t)) = te
4(1−A−1) log(t)1+γ−δ
1−A−1 Π(gδ(t)) = te
4(1−A−1)
1−A−1 Π(gδ(t)).
Now, since δ < β, by (2), limt→∞ tΠ(gδ(t)) = 0, and hence limt→∞(∗) = 0, and we conclude
that for suitable u, (S∗2 ) ≤ Φ
h
y(t)u(t)Π(g(t))/(f(y) − h), uniformly among h > 0, y > g(h) as
t→∞, as required for (72).
7 Proof of Lemma 4.7
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let Tg(h) be the time when X passes above g(h), and let S∆g(h)1
be the
size of X ’s first jump larger than g(h). For each y > K,
P (Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) = P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) ≤
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
+ P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) >
g(h)y
2
;S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
+ P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) >
g(h)y
2
;S
∆
g(h)
1
≥
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
=: σ1h(dy) + σ
2
h(dy) + σ
3
h(dy). (93)
We will bound P (Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) by bounding these 3 terms separately.
Upper Bound for σ1h(dy) Disintegrating on the values of Tg(h) and XTg(h) , then as Oh ∩
{∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds} = O∆g(h)1 −
∩ {∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds}, applying (59) and the Markov property, with P(Xt ∈
dx) = ft(x)dx,
σ1h(dy) =
∫ h
s=0
∫ y
2
w=1
P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) ∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
=
∫ h
0
∫ y
2
1
fh−s(g(h)(y − w))g(h)dyP
(
XTg(h) ∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
.
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Now, g(h)(y − w) > g(h)y/2 > g(h) + x0 ≥ g(h− s) + x0, for all large enough h, with x0 as in
Definition 3.3, so (3) applies to fh−s(g(h)(y − w)). Applying (46), since y − w ≥ y/2 and L is
slowly varying at ∞, uniformly in y > K by [8, Theorem 1.2.1], as h→∞,
σ1h(dy)
(3)
.
∫ h
0
∫ y
2
1
(h− s)u(g(h)(y − w))g(h)dyP
(
XTg(h) ∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
(46)
.
∫ h
0
∫ y
2
1
(h− s)
g(h)α
(y − w)−1−αL(g(h)(y − w))dyP
(
XTg(h)∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
.
∫ h
0
∫ y
2
1
h
g(h)α
L(g(h))
L(g(h))
y−1−αL
(
g(h)y
2
)
dyP
(
XTg(h) ∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
. y−1−α
L (g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
hL(g(h))
g(h)α
∫ h
0
∫ y
2
1
P
(
XTg(h) ∈ g(h)dw;Tg(h) ∈ ds;Oh
)
≤ y−1−α
L (g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy hΠ(g(h)) P (Oh)
(2)
= o(1)× y−1−α
L (g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P(Oh)dy, (94)
where, recalling g(h)−αL(g(h)) = Π(g(h)), the last inequality follows by (2).
Simplifying the Expressions for σ2h(dy) and σ
3
h(dy) Recall (8), and σ
2
h(dy) + σ
3
h(dy) =
P(Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) > g(h)y/2;Oh). Note g(h)y/2 > 2g(h) for y > K. As Tg(h) is the first
passage time above g(h), if XTg(h) > 2g(h), then X crosses g(h) by a jump larger than g(h), so
since Tg(h) ≤ ∆
g(h)
1 , Tg(h) = ∆
g(h)
1 .
Then since Xt < g(h) for all t < Tg(h), it follows that XTg(h)− = X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h), as X has
ca`dla`g sample paths, almost surely. Moreover, if Oh holds, then X crosses g(h) by time h, so
∆
g(h)
1 = Tg(h) ≤ h. Thus:{
XTg(h)>
g(h)y
2
;S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
}
⊆
{
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
}
, (95)
and therefore we can bound σ2h(dy) by
σ2h(dy) = P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) >
g(h)y
2
;S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
≤ P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
<g(h);S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
. (96)
For σ3h(dy), the converse inclusion to (95) holds too, that is, if ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h, X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h),
S
∆
g(h)
1
≥ g(h)y/2, and Oh hold, then we have
XTg(h) = X∆g(h)1
≥ X
∆
g(h)
1
−X
∆
g(h)
1 −
= S
∆
g(h)
1
> g(h)y/2,
and therefore σ3h(dy) satisfies
σ3h(dy) = P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy;XTg(h) >
g(h)y
2
;S
∆
g(h)
1
≥
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
= P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
<g(h);S
∆
g(h)
1
≥
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
. (97)
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Upper Bound for σ2h(dy) By (96), disintegrating on the values of ∆
g(h)
1 , X∆g(h)1 −
, and S
∆
g(h)
1
,
by the Markov property, with P(Xt ∈ dx) = ft(x)dx,
σ2h(dy)
(96)
≤ P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);S
∆
g(h)
1
<
g(h)y
2
;Oh
)
=
∫ h
s=0
∫ 1
w=0
∫ y
2
v=0
P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;
S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
=
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
.
Note y−w−v > y/3 > K/3 for w ≤ 1, v ≤ y/2. So as h→∞, g(h)(y−w−v) ≥ g(h−s)+x0, so
we can apply (3), and we apply (46) too. Now, g(h)−αL(g(h)) = Π(g(h)) for L slowly varying at
∞, so by (2), uniformly in y > K by the uniform convergence theorem[8, Theorem 1.2.1], as h→
∞,
σ2h(dy)
(3)
.
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
(h− s)u(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
(46)
.
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
(h− s)L(g(h)(y − w − v))
g(h)α(y − w − v)1+α
dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
.
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
(h− s)
g(h)αy1+α
L(g(h)y)dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
≤
hL(g(h))
g(h)α
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h)
dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
(2)
= o(1)×
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y
2
0
y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h)
dy
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
≤ o(1)× y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P(Oh)dy. (98)
Upper Bound for σ3h(dy) Disintegrating on the values of ∆
g(h)
1 , X∆g(h)1 −
and S
∆
g(h)
1
, then
applying the Markov property and Lemma 4.9, it follows that uniformly among y > K as
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h→∞, with P(Xt ∈ dx)=ft(x)dx,
σ3h(dy) =
∫ h
s=0
∫ 1
w=0
∫ y−w
v= y2
P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;
X
∆
g(h)
1 −
∈ g(h)dw;S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;Oh
)
=
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y−w
y
2
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dyP
(
S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv
)
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
4.9
.
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y−w
y
2
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dy v
−1−αL(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
dv
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
≤
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y−w
y
2−w
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dy v
−1−αL(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
dv
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
.
Now, as y/3 ≤ y/2 − 1 ≤ y/2 − w ≤ v ≤ y, applying the uniform convergence theorem [8,
Theorem 1.2.1] to L(g(h)v), uniformly in y > K as h→∞,
σ3h(dy) . y
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y−w
y
2−w
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dv (99)
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
.
Changing variables to u = g(h)(y − w − v), uniformly in y > K, as h→∞,
σ3h(dy) . y
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
∫ g(h)y
2
0
fh−s(u)du
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
= y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
P
(
Xh−s ≤
g(h)y
2
)
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
≤ y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h
0
∫ 1
0
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
= y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dyP
(
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
(100)
≤ y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P (Oh) dy. (101)
Conclusion of Upper Bound By (93), (94), (98), and (101), we conclude, as required for
the upper bound in (45), that uniformly in y > K, as h→∞,
P(Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) . y
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P(Oh)dy. (102)
Now we will prove the lower bound on P (Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh).
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Proof of Lower Bound Now, fixing y0 > 0, for all y > K, as h→∞,
P (Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) ≥ P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h− h0;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);
g(h)y
2
≤ S
∆
g(h)
1
≤ g(h)y − y0;Oh
)
. (103)
Disintegrating on the values of ∆
g(h)
1 , X∆g(h)1 −
, and S
∆
g(h)
1
, applying the Markov property, noting
that by (59), {∆
g(h)
1 ∈ds;Oh}={∆
g(h)
1 ∈ds;O∆g(h)1
} for each s ≤ h, with P(Xt ∈ dx)=ft(x)dx,
(103) =
∫ h−1
s=0
∫ 1
w=0
∫ y− y0
g(h)
−w
v= y2
P
(
Xh ∈ g(h)dy; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;
S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv;O
∆
g(h)
1
)
=
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y− y0
g(h)
−w
v= y2
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dyP
(
S
∆
g(h)
1
∈ g(h)dv
)
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
.
Applying Lemma 4.9, noting h − s ≥ 1, y/2 < 2y/3 − w, v ≍ y, and L(g(h)v) ≍ L(g(h)y)
uniformly in y > K as h → ∞ by the uniform convergence theorem [8, Thm 1.2.1], it follows
that uniformly in y > K as h→∞,
(103)
4.9
&
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y− y0
g(h)
−w
v= y2
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dyv
−1−αL(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
dv
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
&
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ y− y0
g(h)
−w
v= 2y3 −w
fh−s(g(h)(y − w − v))g(h)dyy
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dv
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
.
Changing variables to u = g(h)(y − w − v), noting y/3 > 1 for all y > K,
(103) & y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
∫ g(h)y
3
u=y0
fh−s(u)du
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
= y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
[
P
(
Xh−s ≤
g(h)y
3
)
− P (Xh−s ≤ y0)
]
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
≥ y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy
∫ h−1
0
∫ 1
0
[P (Xh ≤ g(h))− P (X1 ≤ y0)]
× P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
.
Now, with X(0,x) again denoting the process with no jumps bigger than x,
P (Xh ≤ g(h)) = P(X
(0,g(h))
h ≤ g(h))P(∆
g(h)
1 > h) = P(X
(0,g(h))
h ≤ g(h))e
−hΠ(g(h)),
and since limh→∞ hΠ(g(h)) = 0 by (2), by Markov’s inequality, as h→∞,
P (Xh ≤ g(h))
(2)
∼ P(X
(0,g(h))
h ≤ g(h)) ≥ 1−
E[X
(0,g(h))
h ]
g(h)
≥ 1−
h
∫ g(h)
0 Π(x)dx
g(h)
.
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Now, by (2) and Karamata’s theorem [8, Prop 1.5.8], as h→∞,
P (Xh ≤ g(h)) & 1−
hg(h)Π(g(h))
g(h)
= 1− hΠ(g(h))
(2)
∼ 1.
Then since P(X1 ≤ y0) = constant < 1, uniformly in y > K as h→∞,
(103) &
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
y−1−αdy
∫ h−1
s=0
∫ 1
w=0
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;X∆g(h)1 −
∈ g(h)dw;Oh
)
=
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
y−1−αdyP
(
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h− 1;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
. (104)
Proof by Contradiction Step Now we assume for a contradiction that
lim inf
h→∞
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h− 1;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
P(Oh)
= 0. (105)
As ∆
g(h)
1 is exponentially distributed, rate Π(g(h)), by Lemma 4.1, as h→∞,
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ [h− 1, h];X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
≤ P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ [h− 1, h]
)
≤ P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ 1
)
=1− e−Π(g(h))≤Π(g(h))
4.1
∼
P(Oh)
Φ(h)
(30)
= o(1)× P (Oh) ,
since limh→∞ Φ(h) =∞ by (30), so it follows that (105) holds if and only if
lim inf
h→∞
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h;X∆g(h)1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
P(Oh)
= 0. (106)
Then by (93), (94), (98), and (100), along some subsequence of h, as h→∞,
P (Xh ≥ Kg(h);Oh) =
∫ ∞
K
P(Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) = o(1)× P(Oh)
∫ ∞
K
y−1−α
L(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
dy.
Changing variables from y to u = g(h)y,
P (Xh≥Kg(h);Oh) = o(1)×
g(h)αP(Oh)
L(g(h))
∫ ∞
Kg(h)
u−1−αL(u)du.
As L is slowly varying at ∞, applying the result [8, Prop 1.5.10], as h→∞,
P (Xh ≥ Kg(h);Oh) . o(1)×
g(h)αP(Oh)
L(g(h))
(Kg(h))−αL(Kg(h)) = o(1)× P(Oh). (107)
But considering the subevent {∆
g(h)
1 = ∆
Kg(h)
1 ≤ h;Oh} ⊆ {Xh ≥ Kg(h);Oh}, disintegrating
on the value of ∆
g(h)
1 , and applying the Markov property,
P (Xh ≥ Kg(h);Oh) ≥ P
(
∆
g(h)
1 = ∆
Kg(h)
1 ≤ h;Oh
)
=
∫ h
0
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 = ∆
Kg(h)
1 ∈ ds;Oh
)
=
∫ h
0
P
(
∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds;S∆g(h)1
≥ Kg(h);Os,X(0,g(h))
)
=
∫ h
0
P
(
Os,X(0,g(h)) ; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds
)
P
(
S
∆
g(h)
1
≥ Kg(h)
)
=
Π(Kg(h))
Π(g(h))
∫ h
0
P
(
Os,X(0,g(h)) ; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds
)
=
Π(Kg(h))
Π(g(h))
∫ h
0
P
(
Oh; ∆
g(h)
1 ∈ ds
)
=
Π(Kg(h))
Π(g(h))
P
(
Oh; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h
)
.
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By (63) and Lemma 4.1, P(Oh; ∆
g(h)
1 ≤ h) ∼ P(Oh) as h→∞, so as h→∞,
P (Xh ≥ Kg(h);Oh) ≥
Π(Kg(h))
Π(g(h))
P (Oh) ∼ K
−αP(Oh), (108)
as Π is regularly varying at ∞, so (107) contradicts (108), and lim infh→∞ P
(
∆
g(h)
1
≤ h;X
∆
g(h)
1 −
< g(h);Oh
)
/P(Oh) > 0. By (104), uniformly in y > K as h→∞,
P(Xh ∈ g(h)dy;Oh) & y
−1−αL(g(h)y)
L(g(h))
P (Oh) dy,
as required for the lower bound in (45), so the proof of Lemma 4.7 is complete.
8 Proofs of Auxiliary Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Recall that Π(x) = x−αL(x) for L slowly varying at ∞, so as Π is non-
increasing, for large N > 0,∫ ∞
f(Ay)
(Π(g(s+ h)− y)−Π(g(s)))ds (109)
≤
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
(Π(g(s)− y)−Π(g(s)))ds =
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
(
L(g(s)− y)
(g(s)− y)α
−
L(g(s))
g(s)α
)
ds
=
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L(g(s)− y)
(g(s)− y)α
(
1−
(
g(s)− y
g(s)
)α
L(g(s))
L(g(s)− y)
)
ds
=
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L(g(s)− y)
(g(s)− y)α
(
1−
(
g(s)− y
g(s)
)α+N
g(s)NL(g(s))
(g(s)− y)NL(g(s)− y)
)
ds.
Now, A > B − 1, and xNL(x) is non-decreasing in x for x > B in case (i), so
(109) ≤
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L(g(s)− y)
(g(s)− y)α
(
1−
(
g(s)− y
g(s)
)α+N)
ds.
One can verify 1− (1− y/g(s))α+N . y/g(s), uniformly in y > 0, s > f(Ay), so
(109) .
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L(g(s)− y)
(g(s)− y)α
y
g(s)
ds.
As g(s)− y≥(1−A−1)g(s) for s > f(Ay), and Π(x)=x−αL(x) is non-increasing,
(109) . y
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L((1−A−1)g(s))
g(s)1+α
ds. (110)
Applying the uniform convergence theorem [8, Theorem 1.2.1] to the slowly varying function L,
substituting u = g(s), as uf ′(u)Π(u) is decreasing, we conclude that uniformly in y > 0 (and so
also uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h)),
(109) . y
∫ ∞
f(Ay)
L(g(s))
g(s)1+α
ds = y
∫ ∞
Ay
L(u)
u1+α
f ′(u)du = y
∫ ∞
Ay
u−2uf ′(u)Π(u)du
≤ Ay2f ′(Ay)Π(Ay)
∫ ∞
Ay
u−2du =
1
2
yf ′(Ay)Π(Ay) . yf ′(y)Π(y).
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Proof of Lemma 4.6. Recall from (13) and (63) that
ρ(t) =
1
Φ(t)
[
P(Ot; ∆
g(t)
1 > t)−Π(g(t))
2
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P(Ov)e
−Π(g(t))vdvds
]
.
If ρ(t) ≤ 0, then as for all t > 1, Φ(t) ≥ Φ(1) = constant > 0, for all t > 1,
|ρ(t)| ≤
Π(g(t))2
Φ(t)
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
P(Ov)e
−Π(g(t))vdvds
≤
tΠ(g(t))2
Φ(t)
∫ t
0
P(Ov)e
−Π(g(t))vdv ≤
t2Π(g(t))2
Φ(t)
. t2Π(g(t))2.
Now, limt→∞ tΠ(g(t)) = 0 by (2), and we conclude that lim inft→∞ ρ(t) ≥ 0.
Proof of Lemma 4.8. First recall that by Theorem 3.14,
qh(y)=
Φhy(t0(y))
Φ(1)
lim
t→∞
exp
(∫ t
t0(y)
(
Π(ghy (s))+ρ
h
y(s)
)
ds−
∫ t
1
(
Π(g(s))+ρ(s)
)
ds
)
.
Now, by (26) in Lemma 4.3, uniformly in h > 0, y > g(h),∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
t0(y)
ρhy(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣ .
∫ ∞
t0(y)
1
s log(s)1+ε
(
1 +
1
f(y)− h
)
ds,
and 1/(f(y)− h) ≤ 1/f(δ) <∞ since y ≥ g(h+ f(δ)), so the ρhy integral is bounded uniformly
in h > 0, y > g(h + f(δ)). By Remark 4.4,
∫∞
1
ρ(s)ds < ∞. For y > g(h + f(δ)) > δ,
f(Ay) > f(Aδ), so taking A arbitrarily large if necessary, t0(y) := f(Ay)∨ f(1+2/A) = f(Ay),
then by Lemma 4.5, lim supt→∞
∫ t
f(Ay)
(Π(ghy (s))−Π(g(s)))ds <∞, so
qh(y) . Φ
h
y(f(Ay)) exp
(
−
∫ f(Ay)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
.
For the converse inequality, as Π is non-increasing, for y > g(h) (so f(y) > h),
∫ t
f(Ay)
(Π(g(s))−Π(g(s+ h)− y))ds ≤
∫ t
f(Ay)
(Π(g(s))−Π(g(s+ h)))ds
=
∫ t
f(Ay)
Π(g(s))ds−
∫ t+h
f(Ay)+h
Π(g(s))ds ≤
∫ f(Ay)+h
f(Ay)
Π(g(s))ds
≤ hΠ(g(f(Ay))) ≤ hΠ(y) ≤ f(y)Π(y).
Then as y > g(h+ f(δ)) > δ and limy→∞ f(y)Π(y) = 0 by (2), we conclude
qh(y) ≍ Φ
h
y(f(Ay)) exp
(
−
∫ f(Ay)
1
Π(g(s))ds
)
.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. In case (ia), with Π(dx) = u(x)dx, one can easily verify that for each
δ > 0, for all large enough x, u(x) ≥ x−1−α−δ and u(x) ≤ x−1−α+δ. It follows that u(x)
has bounded decrease and bounded increase, and as Π is regularly varying at ∞ with index
−α ∈ (−1, 0) in case (i), it follows that Π has positive increase and bounded increase (see [8,
42
p71] for precise definitions of bounded decrease, bounded increase, and positive increase). Thus
we can apply [8, Prop 2.2.1], yielding that xu(x) ≍ Π(x) for all sufficiently large x, so
Π(g(h)dv)
Π(g(h))
=
u(g(h)v)g(h)dv
Π(g(h))
≍
Π(g(h)v)g(h)dv
g(h)vΠ(g(h))
= v−1−α
L(g(h)v)
L(g(h))
dv.
Proof of Lemma 4.10. For t ≥ f(Ay), A > 3 ∨ (B − 1), as f is increasing,
t ≥ f(Ay) ≥ f(y) ≥ f(y)− h.
For y > 0, h > g(y), and s ≤ f(y)− h, we have ghy (s) ≤ 0, so
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
= P
(
Xu ≥ g
h
y (u), ∀u ≤ s
)
≥ P (Xu ≥ 0, ∀u ≤ s) = 1,
and we conclude, as required, that
Φhy(t) =
∫ t
0
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
ds ≥
∫ f(y)−h
0
P
(
O
ghy
s
)
ds = f(y)− h.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. By Markov’s inequality, with λ = log(1/H(t))/B(t),
P
(
X
(0,A(t))
t > B(t)
)
= P
(
eλX
(0,A(t))
t ≥ eλB(t)
)
≤ E
[
eλX
(0,A(t))
t
]
e−λB(t)= exp
(
t
∫ A(t)
0
λeλxΠ(x)dx
)
H(t)
≤ exp
(
t
log(1/H(t))
B(t)
eλA(t)
∫ A(t)
0
Π(x)dx
)
H(t)
= exp
(
t
log(1/H(t))
B(t)
H(t)−
A(t)
B(t)
∫ A(t)
0
Π(x)dx
)
H(t).
Now, by [8, Theorem 2.6.1(b)], which applies as Π has lower index β(Π) > −1 in cases (i) and
(ii), there exists C > 0 such that for all A(t) > 1,
∫ A(t)
0
Π(x)dx ≤ CΠ(A(t))A(t),
from which the inequality (58) follows immediately, as required.
Proof of Lemma6.1. By (23), t > t0(y) ≥ f(Ay). As g = f
−1 is increasing,
ghy (t) =
(
g(t+ h)
g(t)
−
y
g(t)
)
g(t) ≥
(
1−
y
g(t)
)
g(t) ≥
(
1−
y
g(f(Ay))
)
g(t) = (1−A−1)g(t).
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